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Introduction

John S. Keyser
and

Deborah L. Floyd

his is a summary report of a national
colloquium on "Mastery Leadership in_ Access,
Assessment; and Developmental Education." For
the third successive summer; The American Col-
lege Testing Program provided financial support
for a Mastery Leadership Colloquium and for the
publication and distribution of keynote speeches
and a position paper; Other sponsors of the col-
Loquium hicluded the Nafional Council on Student
Development, National Council of Instructional
Administrators; American Association of Women
in Community and Junior Colleges; National
COUricil on Black American Affairs; and National
Council of Hispanic Americans. All of these
grdups are affiliated with the American Associa-
tkin of Community and Junior Colleges (AACJC).
The National Association for Developmental
Education, an organization representing all of
higher educatiOn, was an additional cosponsor.

BetWeen July 20 and 24; 1986, represen-
tatives Of these groups gathered on the campus of
NOrthWeStein Michigan College in Traverse City,
Mithigan. The purpose of this colloquium was to
develop a position paper on access, assessment,
and developmental education. The charge to de,
velop thiS paper was initially made the Board of
Director§ Of the Anterican Association_ of Com-
triunity and Jimior Colleges in its 1985-86 agenda
for action. The AACJC Board, under the direction
of PreSident and Chief Executive Officer Dale
Parnell, believed that access, assessment, and de-
veloptnental education were critical issues affecting
all ASSOciation members. The AACJC Councils
that sponSored this colloquium were asked to take
the lead in developing a position paper for presen-
tatkn to the AACJC Board,

Chapter 5 presents the 1986 Traverse City
Statement, "Critical Issues in the Community

College: Access, Assessment, and DevelOpmental
Education." The statement was developed thtbugh
an intensive group process. Separate grotipS of ten
to twelve community college practitidneit met to
discuss each of the three themes. After a number of
drafts; definitions were agreed upon, critical issues
were_ defined, and recommendations were made.
The thirty-five contributors believe that this posi-
tionpaper will be helpful to community and junior
college professionals in their quest to maintain and
enhance excellence rnd opportunity. It also is
intended to provide a direction for action on a
common national agenda.

The participants believe that access is the
cornerstone of the community college movement.
It should not be defined narrowly as simply
"keeping the doors open." Access must be prac-
ticed via each community college being sensitive to
community needs and providing specializal sup-
port to maximize the opportunities for students to
succeed. The promise of the open door cannot be
fulfilled unless support and encouragement pro-
grams are in place,

Assessment should not be used to restrict
access. Rather; it should be used to promote the
success of students toward the pursuit of educa-
tionaL goals. It, therefore; must be comprehensive;
including assessment of motivational levels; study
skills preparation; educational readiness; self-
concept, and past Perfbintance. Assessment pro-
grams that are comprehensive add administered by
competent professionals will increase the chances
of student goal attainMent.

Strong and effective developmental edu-
cation programs promote access by better pre-
paring students for transfer and vocational pro-
grams. They depend on comprehensive and
judiciously administered asse§sinent programs for
a definitioil of who will benefit from specialized
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support. Successful developmental education pro-
grams enhance academic standards, improve stu-
dent retention and goal achievement, and provide
important benefits for society as a whole.

Four nationally recognized leaders helped
stimulate. the thinking and clarify the discussion
that culminated in the 1986 Traverse City State-
ment.

R. Stephen Nicholson, Chancellor of
Oakland Community College, made the opening
keynote, "Are We Ready for the Future?" In
chapter 1, he places access, assessment, and de7
velopmental education in a broad environmental
context. Acknowledging the past successes of the
community college in dealing with minorities,
veterans, and women, Nicholson raises questions
about our readiness to deal with contemporary
high-risk populations. Is the "open door" a myth
when our buildings are intimidating, our entry and
instructional services are not adjusted to student
needs; and the attitudes of some are cavalier? As a
social anthropologist; Nicholson analyzes the
structural readiness of the community college to
deal with current challenges. He asks; "Have we
replicated the past through an archaic production
industrial model? And has this model prevented
the integration of services that would enhance
access? Has this model glczified individualism and
created little encouragement for teamwork, coop-
eration, and the development of integrity and
citizenship?" Nicholson challenges Ins colleagues
to revisit the basic commitment that we must have
to deal with the disenfranchised. He says to not
engage in seeking answers to these questions may
lead to the obsolescence of the community college;

Nolan Ellison, President of Cuyahoga
Community College, gave the keynote address on
the theme of access. His presentation was based on
a paper_ he coauthored with Janet Smith, In
chapter 2, they focus on the urban setting, where
the challenges of access are paramount, and on the
partnerships that need to be improved among the
various sectors of educati_on.

In "Access and Excellence: The Articula-
tion Challenge Among Urban High Schools,
Community Colleges, and Four-year Institutions,"
Ellison and Smith call for an equity7based educa-
tion model built on the four dimensions of access,
process, achievement, and transfer. This_model, if
implemented, will increase the number of minority
students who move successfully from one level of
education to another and will reverse the trend of
increasing separation between the educated major-
ity and the uneducated minorities. They argue for
the formation of vertical partnerships that will
provide students the opportunity of planning a
total baccalaureate degree program.

The essential elements of these vertical
partnerships are leadership, the development of
reading, writing, and mathematics skills, the crea-
tion of a climate of expectations that students can
learn, and the use of assessment to provide con-
tinuous feedback. Ellison and Smith review a
number of contemporary research and policy
efforts which relate to vertical partnerships that
promote access and success for minority studentS.
They also summarize recommendations from a
recent Ford Foundation report on improving the
transfer connection. The Councils of AACJC are
charged through five specific recommendations to
become major players in building effective linkages
with high schools and universities. By pursuing
these partnerships with a clear sense of purpose, a
concern for students, and an emphasis on quality,
the standards of an equity-based education model
can be realized.

In chapter 3, Jacqueline Woods, of The
American College Testing Program, addresses the
topic of assessment with coauthor Ronald A.
Williams, of Mercer County Community College.
They summarize the results and implications of a
survey on testing practices in two-year postsecond-
ary institutions completed early in 1986 in the
"Status of Testing Practices at Two-year Post-
secondary Institutions: Trends and Issues Affecting
Minority Participation."

The survey results are grouped into four
major categories: Admissions Testing; Placement
Testing, Program Completion Testing, and General
Information on Testing Practices. In each of these
categories; important issues are raised; major trends
are summarized; and the consequences of these
trends are analyzed;

The authors suggest that educators need to
rethink and strengthen many current strategies that
pose threats to access and equity in community
college admissions; placement; and exit activities;
Ten recommendations are made to assist educators
in creating positive support mechanisms for
m inorities;

John Roueche's remarks on the theme of
developmental education are summarized in chap-
ter 4; His presentation was based on a paper he
coauthored with Suanne Roueche and George
Baker entitled "A Silver Anniversary Special: The
Anatomy of Excellence in the Community Col-
lege."

In this chapter, the authors review the
accomplishments of the community college move-
ment and discuss its two continuing failures: Its
failure to deliver on the promise of the open door
and its failure to achieve an identity of its own.
They express their belief that the challenge of the
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low-achieving student and the limited ability of
community colleges to meet the challenge of the
open door can be resolved through better leader-
ship and management. They review their studies
on teaching effectiveness and excellent community
colleges that document student success. They view
the community college as a unique professional
bureaucracy still in the emergent stage of de-
velopment. A model of leadership and group
structure within the excellent community college is
presented. According to their model, effective
leaders are task oriented, people oriented, and
effectiveness oriented and operate with a col-
laborative style. Tbese leaders develop systems that
maintain a high-quality organizational climate.
1 hey help promote a shared philosophy that stu-
dents should be guided firmly into making positive
choices regarding their future. This is accompFshed
through s:rong processes of assessment, placement,

and standards of academic progress. People are
organized in units that promote decentralized deci-
sion making and open communication with exten-
sive interaction among various divisions, functions,
or rnits of the college. Other key elements of the
model include student acquisition, student matric-
ulation, curriculum integration, and student moni-
toring. They conclude that leaders seem to make
the difference between highly successful colleges
and the rest, creating environments where all
members of the college community see and believe
that the college exists to serve students.

It is hoped that this publication will be an
important resource for community college leaders.
Copies of this report have been sent to each
community college in the country. Additional
copies may be purchased for $5 each from the
National Council on Student Development. To
order, contact Walter Bumphus, Howard Com-
murity College, Little Patuxent Parkway, Colum-
bia, Maryland 21044. Telephone: 301/9924809.
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1

Are We Ready for the Future?

R. Stephen Nicholson; Chancellor
Oakland Community College

Bloomfield Hills, Michigan

ThiS i§ a cro§Sroad§ morning fcir the na=
tional community college movetnent. The issues
that you will address in the next three dayS are of
importance beyond the sunlit summer view from
this room. Unless someone thoughtfully puts
together a signboard for the future, the community
colleges are in serious difficulty.

Although by nature I am a positive per=
son; for the pn.st few years I've had some concerns
about community colleges that I've never ex-
pressed publicly. This morning is the time and the
place to do so, because you're in a position to do
something about them. We anticipate that you will
come forward with significant documents that are
cornerstones for the future, not only for your
councils and your own college, but cornerstones
for the future activities of all of our colleges. Unless
we clearly view and prepare for the future. we will
place many of our institutions and citizens at risk.

One year ago; don't think anybody in
this room could te: us the terucaature at which
the 0-rings on the solid rocket boosters of the
Challenger would cease to function; It wasn't
important. However; this morning if we went
around the room; most of us would have; within a
few degrees, a pretty good idea of the point at
which the r -ings would fail; for it jeopardized the
Prestige of our nation and meant the lives of our
astronauts. What are the critical points at which
some vital functions of the community college
movement might fail?

What are the measures we could use to
indicate the critical point at which community
college§ would cease to function effectively as they
have in the past? Dv. Boyer, who's now President
of the Carnegie Foundation; at a recent brnokfast
with some university peopie said, "I tEnk diet

without the community colleges; this country
would have had a revolution somewhere in the last
fifteen years. During this time; the community
colleges resolved some very significant social and
educational problems that existed in our country."

Community colleges still have a vital mle.
My remarks this morning could facetiously be
titled, "What do you do with a used python?" If
you look thoughtfully at the role of the community
college in the past two decades, you'll see that
many, many populations have passed through our
organizationS.

We've seen the veterans come and go. The
organization§ that I've been a part of had enor-
mou§ number§ of veterans in the sixties when I
came innow the veterans are almost gone. The
neW GI Bill, Which offers us an opportunity to
enroll people who are in the National Guard and
in preArmy and re§erve trdiaing, is an opportunity
that few community colleges have addressed.

We had large number§ of minority popu=
lations, but the statiStics indicate that we're not
meeting many nee& for theSe people.

We had numbers of returning women in
our classes. Many of them are still there, but efforts
to reach this group have diminished in many
institutions.

We had the draft, which may or may not
have forced young men into our institutions. In the
institutions I've served, tne proportions of men and
women at the end of the draft changed radically
from about 55 petcent men to 55 percent women.
We no longer have that powerful driving force
putting populations thiough our classes.

Now the question is, do we have a struc-
ture that was designed to serve populations that
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really don't exist; have those populations passed
off the scene? The Educational Commission of the
States, which is the national organization of gover-
nors and legislators, is publishing a document this
Week on "at risk populations" in which they point
out their serious concern about the future popula-
tions that need to be served educationally in this
country. Examples of these are the pregnant teen-
age population and the unserved people of blighted
urban areas. This timing fits perfectly with our
tasks here. The AACJC Board, in it§ laSt meeting,
decided to place concerns about thiS "at risk
population" on their agenda of public policy.

Placing these concerns on the agenda
doesn't mean anything unless we have Working
documents that serve as guideposts to better ineet
the needs of these special populations. In terMS of
the future of community colleges, I'm hot a
mindless pessimist or a naive romanticist. We heed
a good cold water shower right now for Our
ideology. We must be sure that we are seriOuSly
concerned about these new students in community
colleges; and that we seriously assess our abilitieS.

There is a great deal of self-serving ritual
and rhetoric that enables us to feel good about
what we're doing without looking seriously at the
day-to-day situations in our colleges. As an
anthropologist who is interested in cultural systems
and cultural change; and as a college president, I
am not discouraged but concerned. The more
concerned I am; the more encouraged I become
that we can rebirth and reconstitute our colleges.
It is time to rethink and reconceptualize. That is
what this conference is about and that's why
you're gathered here:

We often get involved in the questions
what, where; when; who; and how; We can easily
spend all of our time on these five questions and on
activities that relate to them: However; the one
question we always need to come back to is that
central questionwhy? If we can't answer the
"!why" question, then all the other questions really
don't mean anything. Why are we doing it? Why
is this happening? Why are we concerned about it?

Allow me to share some of the things I'm
deeply concerned about. The Orientals have some
very nice proverbs that say things beautifully: One
of the great proverbs of China is that a fish would
be the last thing in the world to disco ver water:
Could it be that community college leaders who
are in day-to-day contact with the colleges may be;
in some way, unable to lorik at comraunity col-
leges seriously? They are our water. Ho* can we
discover it, rediscover it, or analYze what we're
really doing?

One of the things that concerns me :e-
garding the concept of access is that when we
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really begin to talk about it, the liberal and the
conservative views of access are eXpretted dif
ferently; but the final result is the same. The liberal
view is; "let's get everybody in and then see what
happens"; the conservative view is, "let's get the
ones who are really going to be the winners and
educate them." So the result of either view 18 that
we'll have an elite group of leaders who are sure to
survive, and we're only quibbling about how big a
base we're going to start with. Let's look at what is
not happening in terms of our institutions.

In terms of the water we live in, is the
"open door" a myth? Do we really have an open
door to our institutions? Is access really there? For
instance, we have a lot of rhetoric about access,
but do you know how intimidating a large array of
buildings can be if they're not properly signed?
Can you_imagine a person of limited ability, or a
perSon of stature in the community; who wants to
take a class but can't find the way to the Registrar's
office because there are no signs?

SimilarlY have you observed; as I have;
the cavalier attitu de that some faculty and staff
exhibit toWard §tuderns? Does access mean that if
ydti are willing to call twiny times; and if you keep
aSking Many peorile, you will finally get the kind
of inforthation you need? Do we still have the
right attitude§ abont being helpful?

Another thing that seriously concerns me
abOut acteSs iS the WaY our schedules are being
bnilt. If you look at Schedules on our campuses;
are they Wit for the conVenience of students? Do
We haVe 80 pereent of Our clas§es scheduled at a
time When 80 pereent of oiir potential population
is working a 9:00 to 5:00 lob? What services are
available on your campus after 5:00 in the after-
noon? Thoge evening Student pay_ the same dollar,
they have the 8alife kind Of ridedS=.or greater
than the students who are there in the daytime.
Are we substantially different in term§ Of access
than the university? The univerSity simply says,
"We are located here. If yOU can get to where we
are, we can educate you.- Access in that situation
simply means that you have to go to the right place
geographically. We have theoretically bridged that
chasm of geography, but have we arrogated to
ourselves certain kinds of privilegeS that simply
say, "We go home at 5:00 even if the Students are
still 'here." ? What percentage of your students are
still on your campus after 5:00? Does the per=
centage of evening students at any time watch up
with the percentage of educational services ar d
other things that should and must be available lo
provide full access? Can we look seriously at the
open door and say that it is really there? When
we re talking about access, do we get too involved
with what are really mechanical and technical
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detail§ that are most familiar? Someone must
constantly point out these invisible barriers.

An Other thing that should concern us is
the bifurcation betWeen services, or the fiefdoms
that haVe deVeloped on all of our campuses. One
Of our great concerns should be how we can once
again becOme a whole institution. I suggest you go
back sometirtie and reread John Keyser's article on
holistic leaderShip.1 The integration of the services
on onr campuses is extremely important for access.
We pass people along as if they were of no
concern. After they get registered in their classes
no concern; after we've given them a gradeno
concern; after we've qualified the resultS, reported
them to the state, and received our state aidno
concern.

What kind of energy, what kind of money,
are we willing to commit to the dropout problem?
One set of statistics provides us our greatest
imperative to give this morc attentiondropoutS
for one year. In just one year, the high school
dropouts in this country are going to cost us $65
billion in lost taxes, $200 billion in lost wages, and
$20 billion in welfare costs. That is the cost of the
1985 class we just missed.

Is acass a rhetoric or a ritual? Another
source of deep concern is the diminishing role for
all service areas in our colleges. Learning resource
centers have been eviscerated in the past ten years
by budget crunches on our campuses. Are com-
munity colleges places where students can walk
through and get some credits without ever getting
an education? Few of the faculty; student services
staff, or students on our campuses use the learning
resource center; Why is it there? Is it likethe lawn
at the front of a houselike a cultural custom that
we manicure and never use? Why do we have
learning resource centers if faculty believe the
answer to getting books for students is to have
them buy two more books? When I see texts at
$35, and nursing students paying $75 and $80 for
a book, or see students who are buying three books
for classes in which faculty are making assign:nents
in only one chapter, I get concerned;

We have other serious problems that are
not only invisible, but undiscussable. It is these
undiscussable aspects of our operations that should
disturb us deeply. They are just too tender to
tbuch. When you start to discuss them everyone
getS uncOmfortable and you become a trouble-
maker.

One of theSe is the lack of understanding
faculty haVe for the student services operations.
The reciprocal is the diminished respect that stu-
dent Services people nave for faculty because of the
cavalier *ay they have dealt with students and
counselorS.

Have we recapitulated the industrial
model of mass production? In those growth years
when quantities were most important; we simply
drifted into a mass production model in which we;
interchangeable people; replaced interchangeable
parts; The key of the mass production model is
that all of the parts are interchangeable; Have our
interchangeable kinds of roles become debilitating
now? Have we already lost that sense of wholeness
or integrity that comes from being a part of one
another?

Unless we do recover our personal ap-
proach, we are in serious transition to a far
different kind of college.

Right now the people with whom I deal in
the corporate world are going away from the
industrial model. They are going to a much more
personal, interactive, and humane model. A new
building opening oit bur campus Will be used to
plan the training of General Motors workers. Built
by the United Auto Workers _and GM, it is
symbolic of a whole neW Set of relationshiPs
nonconfrontational, noriadVersarial, cooperative,
collaborative, and recognizing that a mind iS
terrible thing to wage. Like many other cbrpora
tions, GM iS Spending a SUbStantial amount Of
money to recover loSt ground in hunian reSource
development.

At IBM in White PlainS, NeW York, Vid
aSked about two months ago, "What iS it that IBM
does in training that SetS it apart?" They Said that
on any day at IBM, tWenty percent of all em=
ployees are in a classroom for retraining. Can We
suy that about the community college? How much
of our effort is spent on retraining the people in our
colleges: custodians, clerks, faculty, adminiStratorS,
presidents? If we are in education and don't Spend
any significant amount of our money retraining the
people who are producing our product, cat we
hope to survive? What are we going to do When
companies with which we are supposed to be
working are spending substantial amounts of their
time and effort to retrain thcir employees, and
community college leaders are not able to allocate
even one percent of their budgets for retraining
and upgrading their workforce?

The question then becomes: Have the
community colleges really overrun their primary
objectives and have they really L. tilled their major
functions in this country?

In state after state, we've been outmaneu-
vered in funding. We simply have not been a
major priority in the funding cycle in the past five
to seven years in most states.

Basic and developmental education is so
essential to the future of this country and to the
future of community colleges that we've got to find
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a way to fund it; to do it; and to market it.
Marketing is not advertising; The key part of
marketing in regard to developmental education
has to be a product that gets the job done. If you're
going to market, the first thing is to have a product,
and if you have a product, then you can find a
place in the market for it. We still have a long way
to go toward developing a product that makes
developmental education happen. If it took us
forty years to get the overhead projector out of the
bowling alley and into the classroom, how long
will it take us to use the kind of aids to teaching
that are available to us now?

When we talk about placement, assess-
ment, and developmental education, what are we
going to develop? Are we going to develop people
capable of only replicating the past, or are we
going to develop people capable of creating a
future? Are we developing people who are simply
going to fill existing jobs; who learn to read as
people have always learned to read, and who learn
to compute as people have always learned to
compute? These are the things the Educational
Commission of the States is concerned about.
These are the things all the critics are concerned
about. But we, as people on the inside of our
institutions, need to have a longer range vision and
a more creative vision than simply trying to get up
to a normative standard based on past perfor-
mance.

Another thing concerning me is how we
are going to find a way to place people in
commitments that are lifelong, worthy, and noble.
Do we have people with those kinds of commit-
ments in our classes? Do we have people who
model those kinds of commitments teaching our
classes? Do we have people who are really work-
ing together? We are talking about citizenship.
Where are we going to find a place and a way to
create citizens?

One of the things that occurs to me is that
if we need people who are cooperative, why do we
continue to grade competitively and reward in-
dividual performances? The structure of our
instruction is individualistic and competitive and
we reward that; In terms of our institutions; only
the teamsfootball; basketballget any recogni-
tion for significant teamwork or group activity;
Where else in our society does anyone get a
significant kind of learning opportunity or any
kind of recognition for being a member of a
group? As long as we continue to ignore this; it
may be one of the abhorrent parts of our culture;
Have we so glorified individualism that we have
eviscerated our ability to work together signifi-
cantly as groups of people?

Another part of the industrial model is
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collective bargaining. This is confrontational, con-
troversial, adversarial, and sets group against
group. Do we have to continue to rely on a process
in which we deprecate each other? Is this the best
way to allocate resources for the future?

What are our models? The old model has
assumed that people are disposable. When new
technology came along, we came up with a new
set of people with new skills and a new location.
Too often the old people are simply put aside. We
won't be able to do this any longer because there
will be fewer and fewer young people and more
and more old people. What does that mean for the
community college and where does assessment,
placement, and developmental education fit in
with older people?

Russell Edgerton of the American Asso-
ciation of Higher Education has said that educators
must make consistent anu principled efforts to
develop course content that develops character
and prepares students for participation in the
world in which they will work. Are we doing that?
Or have we got_ our own curriculums and _pro-
grams, that only fit the criteria for our degrees? Do
our programs reflect community needs or are we
living in our own curriculum world? Are we the
fish that never look at the water? Increasingly,
these questions are being asked, yet we are defen-
sive, finding ways to avoid addressing the problem.
How can we teach students?

One of today's common phrases is that
because of technology we're seeing things "dumbed
down." We have workers who know less than
their predecessors because "smart machines" have
replaced the need for intelligence and expertise. I
don't believe that. The Chaltenger 0-ring failure
was, on the surface, of a mechanical nature. In
reality, it was a failure of the group decision-
making processa failure of the teamwork. In
Chernobyl, workers who were not trained ade-
quately to deal with nuclear technology panicked
and were responsible for the disaster.

Why are we concerned about placement,
developmental education, and assessment? If we
do a perfect job of assessing and a perfect job of
placing and a perfect job of bringing students up to
readiness for college-level work, have we got the
models for development of character? Do we
have, standing in our classrooms and walking in
our halls, the models of integrity that will enable
our students to learn creative cooperation and
collaboration?

There is a growing cynicism in community
college circles. A cynic is someone who knows the
cost of everything and the value of nothing. We
can talk to people about what education costs, but
cost is only meaningful in relation to value. If the
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cost/value ratio is adequate, then the cost is
justified. Too often, however, we engage in studies
of cost effectiveness and, because the values are
often abstract or ignored, the cost stands alone and
the value is not discussed as an important factor.
We need to take more time to look at the values
that community colleges represent. Are our orga-
riiiation8 models of integrity,_ models of character,
and models of scholarship? Can we really say that
We have done a job for our students? If we can't,
then why bother at all? If saving money is the
point of the Community college, let's close them
down and be real heroes.

My friend and mentor in Japan was a
beautiful Japanese gentleman who had great char-
acter. He had suffered through the war for his
convictions and had spent most of the war in jail.
He had been systematically starved by the Japanese
secret police until he could hardly remember his
own name, not to mention the five languages in
which he was fluent. And yet after the war, with
the proper nutrition, all of his knowledge and
languages came back. One day, one of the studentS
in his class came to him and said, "Dr. Tsutada,
I've been thinking about being a college professor.
Could you tell me if I ought to be a college
professor?" Dr. Tsutada said, "No, I can't tell you
if you ought to be a college professor, but I can do
this. Why don't you move in with me and my
family? Live with us for a couple of months and
then decide if you want to be a college professor."
After three months the young man decided he
wanted to be a college professor.

How many people in this roOtti have the
guts to say to a student: "Follow me around; see
what I read; watch what I do; listen to what I talk
about; watch the way I deal with my family; watch
the way I deal with my colleagues; live with me as
my shadow for two or three months, and then
decide if you want to be this kind of person."? Can
we be lived with? Is the community college really
habitable for human beings? We say it is; we
believe it is; but is it really? Have we grown fat;
sassy, and complacent? Have we become satisfied
with our jobs? How many people in your institu-
tion can tell you almost to the day how many
more years it is until they retire?

You might be interested in a little book by
Richard Neibuhr entitled Social Sciences of
Denominationalism. Basically, he tells the story of
the social impact of the church; specifically; the
Methodist Church in England. John Wesley ob-
served the plight of disenfranchised people who
were, for _the most part, coal miners and factory
workers. They were _not welcome in the estab-
lished church. John Wesley and the Methodists
established their churches at times and places
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accessible to these people. At 4:00 in the morning,
they preached to them as they went to work. Thus,
the Methodist Church started with those disen-
franchised people who were on the bottom of the
English social system.

One generation later, the Methodist
Church could no longer minister to the disenfran-
chised. Why? Because the early congregation had
now become middle class and their children were
continuing their education. These people had their
homes, their families, and were in a different place.
The churcb now dealt with these successful people
and no longer ministered to the down and out.
William Booth came along and started the Salva-
tion Army to deal with the disadvantaged. Those
that the Methodist Church could no longer deal
with became the membership strength of the
famed Salvation Army.

Who is going_to be the successor of the
community college? Will we have a successor?
Will it be the proprietary schools? Will it be
someone who learns how to use_ technology better
than we do? Are we obsolete? Can we be a team?
Can we address significant curriculum and instruc-
tional methodological reforms that will enable us
to demonstrate our vaunted flexibility, our vaunted
humanity, and our skills with people and with
each other? Again, let me state my concern
genuine and sincere; not critical, but loving and
thoughtfulare our community colleges under=
conceptualized for the coming decade?

Notes

1. Keyser, John S. (1985, July). Beyond man-
agement to leadership. Toward mastery
leadership in student development services (p.
5). Summary report of the Traverse City
Colloquium. Iowa City, IA: The Amencan
College Testing Program.
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In his recent description of equity and
excellence as an educational imperative for chang-
ing the state of Black America, Charles D. Moody,
Sr. conceptualized an equity-based t.ducation
model as four dimensional. He described the four
dimensions as:

Accessas it relates to schools, programs, and
classes;

Processas it relates to the fair, humane, and
dignified treatment of students, parents, teachers,
and administrators;
Achievementas it relates to test scores, grades,
graduation and dropout rates, awards, rewards,
and recognition; and
Transferas it relates to additional opportunities
for (or access to) postsecondary education, voca-
tional and job training, and improved life chances
in the form of jobs that will provide equal pay,
power, privilege, and prestige.

1 1

The issue of access is one which, more
than it affects any other single group in the
country, affects persons who live in urban areas.
The vast majority of such persons are black and
economically, as well as socially, disadvantaged.
What is the nature of the access that black
youngsters have to educational resources?

Consider Moody's findings in a 1984
School Superintendent study of equity and ex-
cellence. A look at black student enrollment by
geographic regions across the nation showed that:

63 percent of all black students in the Northeast
region of the country attended .77 percent of
the school districts in the region;
66 percent of all black students in the North
Central region were represented in .78 percent
of that region's school districts;
1.3 pement of all superintendents in the nation
enroll 67.3 percent of the black students enrolled
in public schools; and
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of 15,538 school districts across the country, the
50 largest districts account for almost 38 per-
cent of all black students enrolled in public
schools, with well over 50 percent enrolled in
the 100 largest school districts.

These figures clearly describe the dilemma of
access at the elementary and high school levels.
Added to these facts, consider some findings from
the 1984 Minorities in Higher Education: Third
Annual Status Report

Minority groups are all younger than the white
population; with an average median age of 24.9
compared to 31;3 for whites; Therefore, the
college age cohort for minority groups will
increase at a time of decline for whites:
Blacks, Hispanics, and native Americans con-
tinue to be underreprescnted in enrollments in
four-year institutions.
Blacks experienced proportional enrollment
declines at all postsecondary levels, though they
have registered slight increases in absolute
numbers since 1976.
Blacks experienced losses in proportional share
of degrees earned at every level of education
between 1976 and 1981:
Black men registered significant decreases in
degrees received at all educational levels.
Hispanics and Blacks experienced increases in
the number of high school graduates from 1975
to 1980, but the percentage of high school
graduates enrolling in college for both groups
declined.
Asian Americans registered gains in enrollments
and degrees earned at all educational levels.
Minorities accounted for only 8 percent of the
total science and engineering doctorates em-
ployed in academia, and 5 percent of doctorates
in the humanitiesa continuing and serious
underrepresentation for all except Asian
Americans.

These facts are stark. They point to the
critical need to assure educational excellence
within each of the four conceptual dimensions
described bY Moody. Most specifically, they point
to the need to develop sound strategies that assure
the first dimensionaccess to opportunities at all
levels of education and training within the society.
The issue, most directly stated, is one of increasing
the number of students who successfully move
from one level of education to another: from
elementary to high schools, from high schools to
community and junior colleges; and from these
two instqutions to baccalaureate and graduate
degree granting institutions.

To avoid the continuing trend of greater
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division between the educated majority and un-
educated minoritiesa group that will increase
dramatically in the next two decadesthere must
be a concerted effort to build partnerships to
improve the access, opportunity, and success of
high school students as they move to community
and junior colleges and on to four-year colleges
and universities.

We refer specifically to the development
and implementation of effective articulation strat-
egies related to curriculum and student support
services, including financial aid planning, as well
as other processes and policies that facilitate stu-
dent access, opportunity, and success at the three
different levels of education.

The primary purpose of such linkages,
coalitions, and networks between high schools and
two-year colleges, but particularly with community
colleges, is to facilitate cooperation in the devel-
opment of respective programs and curricula for
high school graduation, associate degrees, and
baccalaureate degrees. The primary beneficiaries
of such agreements are the studentS who are best
served by current information about programs and
protected by firm commitments among institutions
of differing levels of education. Such students are
thereby provided the opportunity of planning a
total baccalaureate degree program at the outset of
their planning for a college education.

As professional educatorswith direct
responsibility for leadership, administration, coun-
seling, or student advising related to student de-
velopmenteach of us must engage in a personal
as well as professional commitment to this effort.
Even more important, as a National Council
organized for the purpose of providing academic
and personal support to students in order to
improve their chances to use education as a means
of entering the mainstream of sujety, it is impera-
tive that our collective efforts be a vital leadership
catalyst for building essential strategies, systems;
and processes;

What are the essential elements around
which these vertical partnerships that assure student
access; opportunity; and success must be built?
They can only be determined from a clear under-
standing of what key characteristics or correlates
are crucial to building and maintaining a system of
ongoing high quality education; hence student
achievement at any level of education. These
correlates include strong and effective administra-
tive leadership in the instructional and management
domains; greater emphasis on development of
reading, writing, and mathematics skills; a climate
of expectations that students can _learn under
appropriate conditions; and use of assessment
instruments to provide continuous feedback on the
effects of instruction.
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The Work on Which to Build

Considerable work has been done which,
directly or indirectly, addresses one or more of
these key characteristics. Many of the efforts have
been developed within the context of helping
students move from one level of education to
anothen

_Some of this work has outlined in detail
the expectations and issues related to the educatiOn
of black youngsters. Saving The African American
Child, a report to the American people prepared
by the National Alliance of Black School Educators
in 1984; presents a vision of standards of quality
education for black childrenstandards of equity,
academic excellence; and cultural excellence. The
report addresses twenty-one issues related to
achieving the standards; including the areas of
testing, teaching methods; higher education, per-
formance goals, new technology; and research.

The College Entrance Examination
Board's Educational Equality Project (Project EQ)
is the result of that organization's ten-year effort to
strengthen the academic quality of secondary edu-
cation and to ensure equality of opportunity for
postsecondary education for all students; Project
EQ has identified the academic competencies
college entrants need. It has also developed and
launched a series of urban dialogues designed to
increase the level of communication between high
school and college faculty and administrators on
the basic academic competencies (mathematics,
English, and the arts).

Other works underway offer guidelines
apprdpriate to developing models for articulation
that are dictated by the needs, applicability,
Serviceability, and apprdpriateness to an institution.
The compdnents included in _guidelines to the
AssOciation of Community College Trustees/
American Association of Community and_ Junior
College§ (ACCT/AACJC) Minority Student
Transfer FrOgram relate to such aspects as insti-
tutional commitment, identification of potential
tranSfer students, student assessment and placement
into courses, Counseling services related to transfer,
articulation With high School§ and univerSities, Staff
and curriculum development, special programs to
aid academic preparation, and motivation and
evaluation procedures.

The Ford Foundation Urban Community
College Transfer Oppottunity PrOgraM (UCCTOP)
represents yet another important work from which
to build. UCCTOP is designed to assist urban two=
year colleges in the development of models and
programs which facilitate the succesSful transfer of
minority students from twolear to four=year col=
leges. One of its goals is to engage high schools and
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senior colleges in strengthening the transfer process.
Among the projects undertaken by the five urban
community colleges that received three-year grants
in 1984 are curriculum revision to provide credits
required for senior college acceptance; consul-
tation with graduates now studying at four-year
institutions to determine the best preparation for
advanced study; skills improvements in reading,
writing, and mathematics; orientation programs
and tutoring for eleventh and twelfth graders
planning to go to college; and faculty mentorship
programs to provide potential transfer students
with academic and personal support. The Foun-
dation's recently completed study report, Helping
Minorities Achieve Degrees: The Urban Connec-
tion, prepared by Professors Richard Richardson
and Louis Bender, seeks to identify and offer
recommendations related to two-year and four-
year college policies and practices and state-level
policies that affect minority student transfers;

The Minority Achievement Program; spon-
Sored by the Association of American Colleges;
Was launched to support the efforts of institutions
that had devised special programs and services to
enable minority students to be more successful in
achieving their educational goals. The programs, in
addition to identifying institutional commitment;
program leadership, program conceptualization,
and faculty involvement as important to program
§uccess, also reaffirm the importance of early
cOntact with students and teachers in their ele-
mentary and secondary surroundings.

Some of the work already completed
provides an understanding of trends related to
teating. The 1985 study on the Status of Testing
Practices At Twoyear Postsecondary Institutions
completed by AACJC and The American College
Testing Program is of this nature. The results
indicate the likely increase in the use of skills
testing for all entering students and mandatory
testing for course placement in basic skills areas,
and the likely growth in advance,2 placement
testing.

Still other work has focused on support of
the concept of vertical articulation in terms of the
long-range financial planning and financial support
needed by students. The United Negro College
Fund (UNCF) has, in this regard, demonstrated a
financial aid model by which it has committed to
its member institutions its support ofjoint recruit=
ment and matriculation efforts with surrounding
community colleges. Through this model, UNCF
would support students who are jointly matricu-
lated at its member institutions and the "partner"
community college at which the earning of the
associate degree is a first step to completion of the
baccalaureate degree



Finally, the American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges has made a
strong commitment to minority students in its
1985 Public Policy Agenda. Two of the eleven
agenda items give priority attention to the themes
of access and opportunity. In its role of national
advocacy, leadership, and service to its 1,200
member colleges, AACJC reaffirms and promotes
the concept of access as fundamental to the mission
of the community, technical, and junior colleges. It
has charged its National Council on Black Amer-
ican Affairs to serve as a resource for ensuring
commitment to access; to work with other councils
to develop access; assessment, and developmental
education; and to pursue legislation policies and
funding to maintain and inci ease access to higher
education; A special AACJC Urban Commission
has, in addition to developing a position paper for
the association; also launched a nationwide study
of student retention in two-year colleges;

Educational Bridges Through
Effective Partnerships

The two most significant issues related to
student access are the limited availability of finan-
cial aid and the often inadequate preparation that
students receive in the public schools.

Urban community colleges face problems
and possibilities unique in American higher educa-
tion. Many of them are charged with serving the
educational needs of communities with large
numbers of minorities and disenfranchised popula-
tions; deteriorating public schools, and large
numbers of dropouts and underprepared graduates.
To serve their constituencies, especially the edu-
cationally and economically disadvantaged that
other institutions of higher education have his-
torically neglected; they embrace challenges; goals,
and a spectrum of programs and services other
institutions eschew; Community and junior colleges
serve to prepare large numbers of minority and
other special groups of students with the skills
required for technical and career fields; Just as
importantly; community colleges are the needed
bridges to baccalaureate and professional schools;

At the next level of e_ie higher education
ladder, urban four-year colleges and universities
play an important role. Black colleges; for example;
offer an atmosphere of support that reduces the
alienation of blacks in higher education. In many
ways, historically black colleges are still perceived
as the only answer to access mid opportunity to
professional study in science, technology, and
quantitative degree curricula for black students.
Indeed, there is perhaps no better place where
black students feel assured of a comprehensive
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educational experience that consists of equity and
academic and cultural excellence. It would be a
severe limitation, however, to view historically
black institutions as the only accessible avenues of
higher education for black studenta.

The 1986 Ford Foundation Report on
urban two-year to four-year college transfer oppor-
tunities, prepared by Richardson and Bender,
makes recommendations to improve both access
and success for students as they seek to progress
within the educational mainstream. Among their
re,:ommendations are the following:

Academic Enhancements
Develop discipline-based high schools with cur-
riculum planning and student assessment that
emerge from cooperative arrangements with
two-year and four-year colleges.
Assure curriculum continuity (career ladders)
between high school and two-year and four-
year college programs.
Develop high school and two-year college exit
competencies.

Plan the two-year college curriculum with the
faculties of high schools, two-year colleges, and
four-year colleges.

Institute mandatory academic assessment and
course placement at the community and junior
college level.
Develop appropriate expectations for students
in a sequenced manner from high school through
the baccalaureate degree.
Maximize the basic skills (particularly mathe-
matics) preparation of studenta at all levela of
schooling.

Institutional Strategies
Increase opportunities for two-year college
faculty to work directly with high school stu-
dents, perhaps through programs that introduce
them to two-year college curricula and academic
expectations.
Increase the use of four-year college faculty as
part-time community college faculty as a means
of familiarizing them with the community col-
lege student population.
Develop in-service programs to train four-year
college faculty to teach "nontraditional" stu-
dents.

Institute introductory programs (perhaps for
credit-in-escrow) for community college stu-
dents planning to transfer to four-year insti-
tutions.
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As the United States confronts the un-
certainties of a high technology future, the chal-
lenge of access to education and training becomes
paramount. Minorities urgently need to increase
their numbers on the national roster of scientists
and professionals. Racial and ethnic groups, as
well as women, older Americans, and other minor-
ity groups, must be able to access and benefit from
the opportunities provided by higher education.
These persons need to increase their numbers
among all professional groups to participate more
effectively in the economic and technological
growth of their states.

A Call to Action

Significant opportunity exists for profes7
sionals in all areas of education to address the need
for effective partnerships among high schools, two-
year colleges, and baccalaureate degree-granting
institutions. Now, perhaps like no other time, a
system for bridging levels of education must be
created as a smoothly functioning network. The
initiatives and strategies that exist contain many of
the elements that will make such partnerships
effective; The strategies will require careful identi-
fication of related issues, development of clear
goals and objectives, formulation of systematic
linkages; and measurements of the impact of such
efforts over an extended period of time.

To be most effective; however, it is im-
perative that such strategies are understood and
supported by the key organizations that represent
the educational spectrumAACJC and The
American Council on Education; as well as other
local and national organizations representing the
special interest groups to whom access to education
is most relevant.

While there is still room for improvement;
there ia certainly a great deal of success to be built
upon. There is also a great deal of unfinished work.
The following recommendations are designed to
encourage AACJC; through its support to indi-
vidual member institutions; as well as through the
collective effort of all members of the organization;
to embark on a comprehensive approach to de-
veloping relationships with appropriate local, in-
state, and out-of-state high schools, community
colleges, and other relevant organizations.
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in this regard, AACJC Councils are
strongly urged to:

Examine and develop appropriate articulation
models with other organizations related to levels
of education, taking full advantage of the knowl-
edge gained and the resources available from
the extensive work that has been completed so
far.

Broaden and otherwise strengthen woi king
relatiomships with funding agencies and national
organizations that have demonstrated a com-
mitment to student access; opportunity; and
success through strengthening bridges for student
transition from high schools to community
colleges and to four-year colleges and universi-
ties.

Continually stress the importance of vertical
partnerships and cooperative relationships
among high schools, community colleges, and
four-year colleges in such areas as curricula
development, student services, classroom ex-
periences, financial aid planning, and resource
sharing.

Provide a forum for sharing and disseminating
student development information and experi-
ences; and evaluating strategies related to
developing high school to two-year college to
four-year college (2 + 2 + 2) and two-year
college to four-year college (2 + 2) articulation
agreements and other relationships.
Identify and serve as a clearinghouse to secure
financial support from private funding sources
to develop and implement articulation agree-
ments, particularly between two-year urban
community colleges and four-year institutions.

The aggressive involvement of student
development personnel from community colleges
in activities designed to improve studente chances
for four-year college success is imperative. The
importance of early contact of four-year colleges
with community college students cannot be over-
stated. Pre-baccalaureate instructors value ex7
changes with their college and university peers and
gain a new appreciation of their role in students'
lives. The same conditions are true for students,
faculty; administrators, and counselors who must
prepare and assist high school students to gain
access to community colleges.

Assuring that stndents 'have access to
opportunities by preparing them to move effec-
tively from one level of education to another; thus
increasing their opportunities for academic; per-
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sonal, and professional success, will itself require a
number of the ingredients needed to define ex-
cellence. The strategies related to building effective
vertical partnerships must be pursued and imple-
mented with a clear sense of purpose, a concern for
studentS, and an emphasis on educational quality.
Only by doing so can the fourfold dimensions of
equity-based education prepared by Moody be
successfully realized.
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T StatUS of Testing. Practices at Two-
year Postsecondary Institutions is a report prepared
jointly by The American College Testing Program
(ACT) and the American Association of Com-
munity and Junior Colleges (AACJC). It is the
result of a petition submitted to AACJC by the
National Council on Black American Affairs
(NCBAA) urging a study of the uses and possible
misuses of testing in two-year colleges. The report
provides information about the past and present
uses of tests; and their projected future role, in
admissions, placement; and exit functions at U.S.
community; junior; and technical colleges. The
study was conducted to add to the limited infor-
mation currently available on such uses of tests.

The questionnaire used to collect data for
the _study was comprised of five sections: Section
IInstitutional Characteristics; Section IIAd-
missions Policies and Practices; Section IIIPlace-
ment Policies and Practices; Section IVGeneral
InforMation on Testing Practices; and Section V
Prografn Completion Requirements. The question-

naire was distributed to 1;303 institutions identified
from the AACJC master mailing list. The 683
responding institutions included two-year institu-
tionS on the U.S. thainland,_Puerto Rico; and U.S.-
operated c011eges overseas. In reviewing the results
of this study, the reader should be mindful that the
data reported are not a_repreSentative sample of all
two-year institutions. Ftirthermore, the number of
institutions responding tb_ individual items varies.

In this Study Of eVolving practices and
trends in the use Of testS, the surVey results are
grouped into four major categories: admissions,
course and program placement, program comple-
tion, and general testing practices. TO differentiate
between general admissions practices and program-
specific entry practices, refefences in this document
to the admissions process will mean initial Student
entry or acceptance into the inStitution; referenceS
to specific course or level assignments and entry
into a program of study will be reported AS
placement activities.
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Among the major findings in the study are
trends and issues that raise particular questions and
concerns for minority educators and others inter-
ested in working with strengthening the academic
and educational experiences of minority students.
The major section of this document will provide
an overview of the issues and trends reviewed in
the study. Accompanying this information will be
subjective analyses of potential implications of the
reported testing practices and policies on minority
participation in the sector.

Institutional Profile Summary

The typical two-year college that partici-
pated in this study is a public, comprehensive
community college. a may be located either in a
small town or city, or in a larger community, with
unemployment averaging between 5 and 10 per-
cent. The median household income of the families
of enrolled students is between $15,000 and
$20;000. Less than 10 percent of the total student
enrollment or the professional staff comes from
ethnic minority groups and more than 60 percent
of the students attend the institution on a part-time
basis.

Institutional Characteristics

In Demographie Intplicationsfor Educa-
tional Policy, Ian Mc Nett notes that Hispanics are
the most metropolitanized of any group of Ameri-
cans except Asians. Eighty-eight percent of
Hispanics live in cities. Blacks, on the other hand,
are most likely to live in the inner city. Seventy-
one percent do, compared to 58 percent for
Hispanics and 30 percent for the population at
large. The report's finding that "increasingly, two-
year colleges are located in suburban areas" is of
special concern. For a variety of social, economic,
and educational reasons, Blacks tend to be fairly
well concentrated in two-year institutions. Forty-
three percent are in four-year colleges and 42.7
percent are in two-year institutions. Clearly, any
change in the community college characteristics
which adversely affects black enrollment therein
has the potential for far-reaching impact on the
black community as a whole.

There is no necessary conspiracy of wills
that has brought about the movement to the
suburbs; As community colleges sought to divest
themselves of the trappings of their modest be-
ginnings; the need for a full-fiedged campus;
fulfilling the desire for both spaciousness and
aesthetics, made the suburban choice attractive. In
many instances an urban presence was retained,
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and this would have been commendable were it
not for the inevitably spartan nature of that
presence. By and large, the college presenct in the
inner city lacked the amenities that the "main
campus" appeared to have in abundance. The
often-encountered sense of isolation among stu-
dents and staff confirms the second-class stature of
the urban campus;

Reasons advanced for the disproportionate
enrollment of minority students in two-year col-
leges include proximity; convenience, and low
cost; Despite financial aid programs; college
attendance and the type of college attended are
income related; It follows, then, that changes in any
one of these variablescost; convenience, and
proximity will affect minority enrollment. More
specifically; if the benefits attached to each de-
crease; so will minority enrollment; The movement
of the community colleges has done precisely
thatdecrease the benefits attached to each con-
Libutory variable;

Although Alexander Astin discovered that
distance away from home is positively related to
persistence in college, this is F.0 only in residential
situations where students are able to be more fully
involved in the life and environment of the institu-
tion. In the case of commuter institutions, the
inverse is true. Since proximity is strongly cor-
related to use of financial resources, it tends to
have a significant impact on minority enrollment.
It is not surprising, therefore, that Valerie Lee
found that Blacks are less likely than the general
population to attend two-year colleges today than
a few years aso. While the boom period of
community college construction is over and little
can be done about the location of campuses, it is
important for administrators to recognize that
support services in the form of college-sponsored
transportation to the suburban campus, the im-
provement of services provided at the urban
campus, and the full integration of the urban
presence go a long way toward ofEsetting many LI
the difficulties created by satellite status.

Admissions Testing

Issues
Is admissions testing being used in community
colleges to limit enrollment or as an entrance
criteria?

Do community colleges still practice open door
admissions and what does it mean?
What are the uses_ of academic_ skills tests
administered to students as part of the enroll-
ment process?



What is the impact of admissions testing/
screening on various subpopulations?

Ethnic minorities
Older students
Underprepared students

Who are the decision malrers or pressure sources
for use of tests in the admissions process?

Trends
The majority of community, junior, and tech=
nical colleges practice open door admission.

79 percent of the responding eolleges said
that test information is not uaed for insti-
tutional admissions decisions.

Academic skills testing for first-time entering
students is more widely subscribed to by two-
year colleges now than it was in the past, and
such uses of tests will increase in the future;

51 out of 69 institutions that did not require
tests in tne past, now require tests.
Of the institutions that now require testing
of most students at entry, 49 percent will
require it of all students in the future.

The use of tests in the admissions procetS hat no
systematic effect on the enrollment patterns of
minorities and older students.

More than 80 percent of the respondents
indicated this. Institutions where minority
representation ; highest project the future
use of test information in the admissions
process.

Greater numbers of minority students enroll at
institutions where the professional staff is at
least one-fourth minority.

Institutional responses increased from 5 to
17 percent where role models are present,
with or without the use of tests.

The prime Source of pressure for expanded use
of tests in the admissions process comes from
faculty.

49 percent of the respondents indicated this
over other potential sources of pressure.

Consequences: Admissions Testing Trends

One significant finding is the discovery
that in the future we can expect testing to be used
more frequently and prescriptively_ in the adrnis
sions process. While 80 percent of the reporting
institutions indicate no impact on minority en-
rollment because of increased testing. we should
not overlook that 5 percent of the institutions
located in communities of 500,000 or more indi-
cated that fewer numbers of minonty students are
likely to enroll if testing is used in the admissions
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process. We should not be fooled by the apparently
favorable_ disparity between the percentagesthat
is, 5 percent showing ill effects against 95 percent
showing no effectsbecause that 5 percent repre-
sents an abselute flaw in the argument that minori-
ties will not be affected, and is indicative of a
potential threat to minority access, particularly
when one notes tbat the 5 percent showing ill
effects are located in large urban centers, the areas
of minority concentration.

It ought to be_noted that when the study
asked the question of effect on minority enrollmert
in relation to the percentage of minorities in the
service area, th e. percentage of respondents who
indicated that minorities were less likely to enroll
when tests are used rose in proportion to the
percentage of minorities in the service area. For
example, where minorities constituted less than 10
percent of the service area, 1 percent of the
respondents indicated that the use of tests in the
admissions process led to fewer minorities applying
and enrolling. However, when the percent of
minorities in the service area increased to between
11 percent and 25 percent, 2 percent of the
colleges said tests inhibited minority enrollment.
Betwetn 26 percent and 50 percent, the retpOnding
institutions that indicated the use of teat had a
deleterious effect on minority enrollment climbed
to 6 percent. This percentage, you will note, is in
excess of the 5 percent reported for institutiont in
service areas with 500,000 or more.

The general point made by these statistics
is that while we rznnot precisely determine the
cause of minor-4,, nonparticipation when tests are
used in the admissions proms, we do have some
evidence as to the results, and these suggest that
minority enrollment can be adversely affected.

Two related findings in the study address
environmental concerns. First; it asserts that a
greater number of minorities enroll at insthutions
where minority staff comprises at least 25 percent
of the professional staff; second, it notes that where
minority staff size is between 25 percent and 50
percent of the total professional staff, minority
students are more likely to apply and enroll even
though testing is used in the admissions process. If
recruitment and retention efforts are to prove
useful, hiring patterns must reflect the reality these
findings imply.

Michael Nettles in The Cause and Conse-
quences Of_College Students' Performance notes
that black faculty are more involved in students'
lives outside the classroom and are more concerned
with the student? emotional, social, and intellectual
development. Yet, the reality iS that those role
models are sadly lacking. The FoUrtk Annual
Status Report on Minorities in Higher Education



(1985) notes that minority groups have made little
progress in achieving proportional representation.
Wnites continue to be overrepresented on faculties,
at approximately 90 percent. Blacks, on the other
hand, declined from 4.3 percent of faculty in 1979
to 4.2 percent in 1981. In the administrative and
managerial ranks the situation is similar, with
black participation declining from 7.4 percent in
1979 to 6.8 percent in 1981. Clearly, the decline of
minority participai:on in the delivery of services is
not the singular cause of the decline in minonty
enrollment. However, the relationship established
between professional minority presence and minor-
ity enrollment indicates clearly that any strategy
for increasing minority enrollment that does nut
promulgate a significant professional minority
presence can hardly be described as serious or
far-reaching.

The recent reports expressing concern over
the lack of excellence in our schools spring from
the Platonic principle that the Good comes from
the cultivation of only the recognizable Best among
us, a principle that is the product of an agrarian
civilization, which may bear little relation to the
technological society for which it is currently being
espowed: Just as the industrial Revolution de-
manded a universal education to provide potential
workers with skills, so, too; the technological age
makes the same demand. The day of the trained
elite is past; not simply for moral, but pragmatic,
reasons. This is not to deny the value of excellence,
the pursuit of which cannot be described as other
than laudable: But K. Patricia Cross rings a truer
note when she says that "the tough problem is not
in identifying winners; it is in making 'winners out
of ordinary people."

Placement Testing

Issues
Are there clear standards for prerequisites for
course/program placement?
Is placement testing an advisory or mandatory
activity?
Is there an increlsed use of placement testing in
selective admissions programs?
Who are the primly decision makers in the use
of placement tests?
Are two-year colleges using tests for advanced
placement programs?
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Trends
More than 90 percent of the respondents use
tests for course placerneA of first-time entering
students.

Present uses: based on scores; recommenda-
tions are made for placement;
Future uses: based on scores, students will
be required to enroll in specific courses
(including remedial courses).

The mandatory use of tests in course placement
is most prevalent where minority representation
is significant.

Both presently and in the future, as minority
percentages increase (26 percent or higher)
so does the emphasis on testing tor course
placement.

The use of' tests for program admissions/place-
ment has increased in the majoriq of the 2.5
most popular programs of study.

The greatest increaEs have occurred in the
following program areas:
Accounting
Business Computer Programs
Data Processing
Electronic Technology
Registered Nursing
Secretarial Science

Testing is prevalent in the basic skills content
areas,

The mathematical and language content
areas will be the focal points of increased
placement tests in the next two to three
yearS.

Course and program placement decision rules
are primarily derived from staff and faculty
recommendations.

Approximately 63 percent of the institutions
indicated that these decision rules are gene=
rated by staff recommendation; based on
general observations versus predictive valid-
ity research.

The use of advanced placement tests will in-
crease in the future.

Advanced placetnent testing will be used in
some form by 81 percent of the respondents;
Advanced placement testing will be less
significant in the future for institutions that
report minority enrollments greater than 50
percent.

Consequences: Placement Testing Trends

One theme running through the report is
the critical impact faculty decisions have on pro-
gram choices and placement. Sixty-three percent
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of the institutions indicate that placement decision
rules are generated by staff and facuk recommen=
dations based on general observations. The vision
of the "ordinary student" must not become syn-
onymous with the black student, so that a
dichotomy b-etween majority and minority stu-
dents based on training and career optiOnS becomes
institutionalized in the advisement process. The
Fourth Annual Statzts R6port on Min OrNes in
Bigher Educaubn (1985) published by the Office
of Minority Concerns of the American COuneil on
Education notes that "while WhiteS (80 percent Of
the U.S. population) were overrepresented in all
categories of postset on:1:try education . . . Blacks
(10.7 percent of U.S. population) were propor=
tionately represented only in vocational programs
(11.9 percent) and underrepresented in academic
programs (9.9 percent) and continuing education
(4.9 percent)." Currently, tor, few minority high
school_ students survive to graduation for us tO
allow those who graduate and enroll in college to
be advised in_disproportionately higi percentageS
into vocational programs. The transfer function of
the community college must remain a vehicle for
minority access to the baccalaureate degree.

The study's statement that testing is more
frequently required by specific programs than by
institutions as a whole gains in importance,
particularly when seen in_ conjunction with the
finding that the vocational programs providing
students the greatest employment possibilities are
the same ones that use tests most frequently. These
tests are increasing; If testing functions as a tool
that excludes minorities from meaningful partici-
pation in higher education; then the danger is clear.
A few statistics may dramatize the problem. Black
college-going rates as a percentage of high school
graduates have declined from 32 percent in 1975
to 27.8 percent in 1980, compared with Whites;
whose rates declined from 32.4 percent to 32
percent in the same Period. However; the per-
centage of high school graduates differed drama-
tically. Whereas 82.5 percent of the white popula=
tion were high school graduates, only 69;7 percent
of the black population graduated. The relative
closeness of the percentages of black and white
student enrolling in college is deceptive because
the black pool is so much SMaller than the white;
The loss rate is dramatized by Berryman's 1983
study, which showed that the cumnlative loss rates
for black students is devaStating. In 1972, Blacks
represented 12.7 percent of all 18=year=oldS, 10.5
percent of all 1972 high School graduates, 8.7
percent of 1972 college freshmen, and four years
later, 6.5percent of all baccalaureate graduates. By
1979; Blacks represented only 4 percent of all pro=
fessional and doctoral degree recip;ent.
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All of this adds up to a small entry point
for Taacks into higher education and a miniscule
exit point from college.

in his recent book, The Neglected
Majority, Dale Parnell articulates a theory of
vocational training for the "middle third" of high
school students; Dr; Parnell's hypothesis of the
ordinary student who will be vocationally trained
has serious implications for placement and ad-
viseinent. If indiscriminately applied to minority
sti:dents, who traditionally are disproportionately
rePreSented among the academically underpre-
pared; the hypothesis can have the unintended
effect of dithinishing that exit point even further,
Since the provision of a high school education
bomthensurate with a student's perceived skills
may direct that student away from the pursuit of
the baccalaureate degree; This could exacerbate
the leaderShiP and role model problems black
Student already face. Before we accept black
Student being connseled into vocational rather
than acadethic prOgrams, on the assumption that
the technological future lies with the vocationally
trained prOfeSsional, let black students first achieve
the 82.5 percent high school graduation rate of
White Student. Secondly, those vocational pro-
grams that offer the highest potential for employ-
ability all demand the skills, particularly test-
taking skills, Of the academic curriculum. Black
administratorS and faculty must, therefore,cxercise
and urge caution in the application of Dr. Parnell's
principles.

The Testing FracticeS study reports that
course placement teSt ScoteS for first-time entering
freshmen will be Wed in a more prescriptive
manner in the future. This raiseS Several important
issues related to provision of retnedial services,
financial aid, and student Self=concept, all of which
have important implicetions for Student persistence.
For example, as students teSt at lower levels and
therefore demand longer, more intensive periods of
remediation, will financial aid regidations be
changed to reflect the new reality? Community
colleges will experience growth in developmental
education as more courses are Structured to meet
students at their level. Traditional pedagogical
methodologies will prove ineffective. The isSue of
resources will be preeminent. As a result, one must
ask whether the tests will cerve as instruments to
refine our capability to p. ace students in courses
appropriate to their skills or as a means of ex-
cluding those students from entry into programs
that provide access to meaningful participation in
the wider society. If the process of vestibuling
students in remedial programs progresses without
some concern for those students' abilities to
complete the process because they use up their
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financial aid before they complete the degree; then
we have an effective principh of exclusion.

If one considers the tone of disdain taken
by legislators toward remedial education in col-
leges, this scenario is not farfetched. It is no secret
that minority enrollment ant the availabiliv of
financial aid are positively correlated. Between
1980 and 1983, the percent of all incomes garnered
by the lowest fifth of households dropped from 4.9
percent to 4.7 percent. At the same time, the cost
of education increased by 11,8 percent. Simul-
taneously, the Federal philosophy has shifted from
granting financial aid to espousing "self help." In
other words, as costs escalated and income
declined, minorities were asked to contribute more
toward their education. Research has shown that
minorities have not made the shift from grants to
loans and have opted to drop out of the higher
education pipeline rather than mortgage their
futures. Part of our responsibility as black educators
must, therefore, be to make power brokers sensitive
to the potential that prescriptive placement haS for
excluding minorities from the pipeliue.

The report also notes that the general
movement toward more prescriptive use of place-
ment tests has not been accompanied by a greater
use of predictive validity testing. In fact, decision
rules are generated by staff and faculty recom-
mendations based on general observations. This
naturally raises questions about the value and
appropriateness of the tests. We need to be able to
generalize that the score on a test represents the
mastery of a stipulated set of skills. If the tests,
when used mandatorily, have the potential to
adversely affect minority enrollment or program
placement, then we need to be absolutely certain
that those traits which the test purports to show
are, in fact, tested.

One interesting irony of the 1980s is the
simultaneous occurrence of the call for excellence,
with its suggestion of exclusion of the academically
marginal, and the decline in enrollment that has
sent higher education institutions scurrying after
that same academically marginal group. Necessity
has forced a commitment of sorts to minority
students. The pre-college activity; offering increas-
ingly more basic courses to meet the needs of
entering students; has increased as enrollments
declined. As faculty competency to predict the skill
levels of these students decreases; the emphasis on
diagnostic testing will increase; It is critical that
these tools be used to provide better counseling
and placement.

We know that the traditional "two-year"
college is a thing of the past; although the name
and general image persist. As we pursue increas-
ingly more nontraditional students, this imagery
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becomes more divergent from the reality. This has
implications for recruitment and retention strate-
gies. The criteria for course and program placement
must be clearly communicated to the student. If
we assume that students who are academically "at
risk" are those for whom education has provided
the fewest benefits and in whom there may be
subliminal or conscious feelings of betrayal, then
the college's ability to clarify the student's purpose
and its willingness to articulate its own become the
nexus of the student/college relationship. Since we
provide services to students who see their futures
as diminishing and who may be short-sighted in
their approach to education, we must be certain to
communicate to them_the implications and impact
of placement testing. The "extra year shock" that
placement in remedial courses induces _must be
avoided if retention efforts are to prove effective.

Program Completion Testing

Issues
To what extent do colleges use tests to measure
exit competencies?
What skills/competencies are students asked to
demonstrate in program completion testing?
Are proficiency/competency tests given at in-
cremental stages of a student's program?
How are program completion tests used to
evaluate a student's readiness for upper division
work?

Trends
The majority of two-year colleges require core
course completion of all students who seek a
certificate, diploma, or degree.

Overall, 63 percent of the institutions re-
ported this prerequisite.
This requirement is particularly significant
in private institutions and in institutions with
a predominance of minorities in service areas
and/or enrolled.

Currently, course completion is preferred to
other indicators that students have achieved
required proficiencies.

Testing is required more often by specific
programs of study than by institutions or
state agencies.
Only about 11 percent of the overall re-
spondents indicated that graduates are
required to pass exams before admission to
upper level study.



If a nationally standardized test to assess general
education competencies were made available,
about one-third of the institutions indicated
they would use it.

Consequences: Program Completion
Testing Trends

As community colleges strive to redefine
their missions during the next decade of declining
enrollments; as they make decisions about allo-
cating resources to various institutional areas; as
the lure of high technology and continuing edu-
cation, the domains of the demonstrably educable,
sway CEOs; the issue of access will become more
acute. Legislatures and governors, pushed on by
business and industry, may find the siren song of
high technology industries and the accompanying
rateables irresistible. The community college; like
any other institution of learning; predicates its
success on the successes of those it educates. If easy
successes are available, then the question; "why
attempt the difficult?" may well occur. The unique
mission of the community college to provide
educational opportunities to those who would
otherwise be denied them, already challenged by
legislatures around the country, may well find itself
under siese.

Yet, a simple look at national demographic
data would indicate the need for a more farsighted
policy. The California Postsecondary Education
Commission in itS study Population and Enrollment
Trends 1985-2000 notes that "the factors that will
determine enrollment potential and service needs
for California's segments of postsecondary educa-
tion over the next fifteen years may be divided into
two sets of roughly equal importance. The first set
consists of population variables, including total
population, age distribution, race composition,
geographic distribution, and socio-economic status.
The other set consists of postSecondary participa-
tion rates for the various components of the
population." It then adds that participation rates in
higher education can be influenced by policy. We
can extrapolate a national truth from these state-
mentg. We know that by the year 2010, minorities
will constitute one-third of the population, and the
sheer size of the numbers have an alluring sound
that can induce complacency. We begin to feel
that the society has to see the wisdom of educating
minorities who will be the workforce of the
twenty-first century. We cannot, however, afford
to overlook the lessons of history. Technological
crisis points in history have not traditionally
favored the underclass; rather they have tended
systematically to extend that underclass.

There seems little doubt that institutions
will make a concerted effort to assess more effec-
tively the competencies of students. Again, one can
hardly find fault with this movement, although as
Alexander Astin points out, the measurement of
competencies may take several forms, including
standardized tests; performance samples, essays,
departmental exams; interviews, and surveys. The
study found that if a nationally standardized test to
assess general education competencies were avail-
able; one-third of the responding institutions would
use it. If we accept that the testing juggernaut will
be upon us in the near future; then black educators
need to become intimately involved in the process
of test creation. They must articulate the reminder
that the primary purpose of education is learning.
We must present as the primary question; "how
well do we educate our students?" Exit tests must
be the mechanism for measuring not only student
progress but also institutional effectiveness. The
study notes that colleges with large minority en-
rollments are more likely to require that students
achleve proficiency in specific general education
skills as a prerequisite to receiving a diploma;
certificate, or degree. To be sure, as the society
becomes more technologically complex; the pos-
session of broad general education skills in asso
ciation with narrower job skills will become
increasingly important. However, if failure is uni-
formly determined to be the student's fault, if the
institution bears no responsibility, then the general
education requirement can inhibit program com-
pletion. On the other hand, if institutions recognize
that the student's failure will be perceived as their
failure, then the creation of a_ generally educated
individual, capable of responding to the demands
of lifelong learning, will be the product. The
American Association of State Colleges and Uni-
versities study In Pursuit Of Degrees with Integrity
states: "If assessments are external, the teacher
becomes the student's collaborator in the effort to
achieve a common objective, without sitting as the
student's sole judge. External measures then help
direct faculty attention to the vigor of their de-
mands upon the students, the adequacy of the
curriculum, and the significance of grades as
feedback." Community colleges must rededicate
themselves to this value-added approach, and
black professionals must not allow the principle to
be perverted.



General Information on Testing Practkes

Issues
What other information resources are needed to
make appropriate institutional admissions and
placement decisions?

Personal needs of students
Ethnic background data
Study skills needs
Vocational interest
Primary language of students

What discrete roles do institutional adminis-
trators and faculty have in policy setting, test
selection, and teSt administration activities?
What are the general uses of test information in
two-year colleges?

Trends
A substantial number of institutions lack infor-
mation on areas where students anticipate the
need for help.

Only 39 percent reported access to infor=
mation on vocational interests.
20 percent reported information on student
study skills needs.
39 percent reported information on student
ethnicity.

The primary use of test data is for prograiii
placement; general academic advising; and
identification of high-risk students.

74 percent use test data for general academic
advising.
Over 50 percent use test data for identifying
high-risk students.
More than one-third use test data for course
sectioning.

The CEO is the primary authority in deter=
mining institutional requirements for testing in
public two-year colleges.

In private two-year collegeS, this prime
person is the chief acadeinic manager.
The selection of test for adniiSSion iS gen=
erally made by the student services manager.

=== The selection of tests for placement is gen=
erally handled by institutional department
heads.

Consequeneet General InforMatiOn
On TeSting PrattiteS

If we proceed from the assumption that
the value of data is its ability to provide a decision
maker with a reliable picture of the world; then the
quality and variety of data loom large in the whole
managerial framework. While good data will not
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necessarily guarantee good decition making, its
absence certainly makes management leSS a Science
and more a matter of faith.

It is heartening to note that when insti-
tutions were asked about how they use assessment
data collected upon student entry, 55 percent
indicated that they used that information to identify
high-risk students in order to deliver intrusive
support services. This reason ranked second only
to general academic advising. Twenty-six percent
of the institutions reported that data were collected
for bureaucratic reasons, for example, state agency
reports and self-study and accreditation reports. So
it does appear that identification of high=risk
students is given a high priority; Consistent with
that finding; the study reports that as minority
enrollment increases so does the use of the data for
identification of high-risk students. For example,
when minority enrollment is under 10 percent; 54
percent of the institutions report use of data for
high-risk identification; when minority enrollment
is oVer 51 percent, 65 percent of the institutions
report a similar usage. One apparently anomalous
finding Was that as the percentage of minorities on
the staff increases, the percentage of institutions
repsirtins that assessment data is used to identify
high=riSk students decreases. For example, when
there are less than 10 percent minorities on the
Staff, 58 percent of the _institutions reported
collecting data to identify higlmisk students;
however, when the percentage of minorities on
Staff eAceedt 51 percent, only 50_percent Of the
inttittitions report collecting data for that reaSon.
Similarly, one notices that as the percentage of
minorities employed as staff increases, So too doe§
the pereentage of schools reporting that entry
informatiOn is collected for grant application
purposes. -

Although the report does not make the
cdrrelation, one wonders abbut the relatiOnShip
betWeen the two variables. Clearly, there is more
"Soft" money in those colleges with high minority
enrollthent. One is forced to speculate, hOwever,
Whether the bureaucratic structures created to
pr6ceSs grant applications, by draining reSourceS,
reduce the institutions' capacity to monitor and
service those students for whom grants are pro=
vided. If minority professionals are sequestered in
mprginal programs, the existence of which are
dependent on minority presence but which do not
provide a source for institutional power or decision
making, then the whole issue of relevance arises.
Organizational position would account for the
minimal impact that the presence of minority
professionals has on whether a college identifies
high-risk students in order to provide intrusive
support services. This bears further investigation.
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This is significant because, as the com-
munity college population begins to incorporate
more of those students who are minimally prepared
for college, the need for that marginal population
of grant-supported minority professionals will
become more acute. This is based on the belief that
by training, experience, and inclination these pro-
fessionals will be better equipped to motivate and
instruct this new population of students. Yet, as
enrollments decline and budgets shrink, it will
become more difficult to justify staff simply on the
basis of a special population within the student
body. In effect, the staff best prepared to handle
the new population will be in conflict with en-
trenched sectors of the college: tenured faculty and
administrators and unions.

In much the same way, as the population
becomes even more diverse and more academically
marginal, colleges will need to keep more detailed
student profiles. For example, the report notes that
of the types of information collected and used for
admissions, placement, and advising activities only
39 percent iadicated that ethnic background was
collected and only 29 percent reported that the
student's primary language was recorded. Interest-
ingly enough, 52 percent collected information on
students' handicaps and physical disabilities. If the
quality and quantity of data collected suggest
sensitivity to special populations, then we in two-
year colleges have a long way to o. We will
certainly need to refine our data collection with
respect to assessing deficiencies in the students'
skills bank so that appropriate supports may be
provided.

Conclusion and Recommendations

Status af Testing Practices at Two-year
Postsecondary Institutions gets to the heart of the
matter of the much debated issue of access to
higher education. Will two=year colleges, now in
the throes of redefining their mission, continue to
provide access to those who, ordinarily, would
have been excluded from participation in higher
education? If testing becomes universally manda-
tory, will it prove to be an exclusionary principle,
or a mechanism for assessing students' weaknesses
so that they can be appropriately placed in courses
that facilitate their completion of a degree? To
what extent are black faculty and administrators
involved in providing solutions to the problems
black students face when confronted with increased
testing? The report does not provide the answerS to
these questions but, in raising them, makes a
significant contribution to the vexed question of
minority access to higher education.
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iSome of the trend data mplies that edu-
cators need to rethink and strengthen many current
strategies that pose threats to accesS and equity in
two-year college admissions, placement, and exit
activities. The following observations and recom=
mendations are designed to Wig educators in
creating positive support mechanisms for minori-
ties. They should provide a framework for future
discussions and planning activities of the National
Council on Black American Affairs.

Recommendation 1
Clearly the trends indicate that minorities

are concentrated on urban two-year college cam=
puses. Institutions should be strongly encouraged
to spend significant time and resources altering
some of the negative images now perpetuated
about the intent and effectiveness of educational
programs on urban campuses.

Recommendation 2
We need a greater minority presence in

the faculty of two-year postsecondary institutions.
Recognizing that tenure, like membership in
unions, has filled the available slots to the detriment
of minority participation, college presidents and
boards must make extraordinary efforts to recruit,
foster, and promote minority faculty. In many
instances, this may mean ignoring fiscal exigencies
that operate, whether intentionally or incidentally,
to exclude minority participation.

Recommendation 3
The 5 percent of those two-year institu-

tions reporting decreased minority enrollment as a
result of increased admissions testing should be
looked at more closely to see if common traits
exist. If these traits can be identified, the informa-
tion could_provide some indication of what ad-
versely affects minority student enrollment.
Educators then must be better positioned to make
recommendations for modifications of procedures.

Recommendation 4
Historically Black Colleges and Universi-

ties (HBCUs) have enjoyed much success with the
same students described as uneducable. Their
expertise should be put to use. The NCBAA
should convene a task force to strengthen articu-
lation between two-year colleges and HBCUs. The
intention would be to create models for the two-
year college that have proven effective in the
HBCUs.



Recommendation 5
Recognizing that community colleges are

located in the center of a tripartite educational
system, the NCBAA also must urge a reunion of
the community college with the feeder high schools
and junior high schools. Attrition of minority
youth in high school is very much a matter of them
not having a vision of a useful future in the society.
The community college must not only articulate
that vision but assist in its actualization. To that
end, it must articulate as seriously with high
schools as with four-year institutions.

Recommendation 6
As minority students enter college with

higher levels of underpreparedness; the availability
of financial aid will become even more important.
The NCBAA must mobilize efforts to correct the
current disparity in financial resources between
four-year and two-year institutions since this will
have a direct impact on minority participation in
higher education. The Council also must make
certain that legislators are aware of changing
student demographics and the need for additional
resources to service these incoming populations.

Recommendation 7
A sad truth is that minority educators

have not been intimately involved in the process of
test creation or validation. On the assumption that
hindsight is better than no sight at all, the NCBAA
should corvene a group of minority educators,
statisticians, policy makers, and psychometricians
With the intention of becoming more actively
involved in the test development, useS, and inter:
pretation process.
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Recommendation 8
Racial and ethnic data from community

colleges should be systematically collected, ana-
lyzed, and disseminated. The NCBAA Should
insist that a national mechanism be developed to
accomplish this task.

Recommendation 9
Educators need to re-address the issue of

preparing minority students for effective test taking.
Institutions must strengthen their efforts toward
improving black students' test-taking performance
by instructing them in good test-taking vocabulary
and making them as academically test-wise as their
white counterparts.

Recommendation 10
Institutions need to collect information on

the enrollment patterns, by program, of minority
students. Currently, we are not certain that minor-
ity students are enrolled in the most competitive
programs or are we certain that they are receiving
the kind of guidance and counseling that will
provide them opportunities for educational devel-
opment versus job/vocational development only.
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The decade of the 1960s witnessed phe-
nomenal growth in the American community
college movement. The Community, Technical,
and Juntor College Directory documents that
almost four of every ten existing community
colleges opened physical and academic doors
during thoe halcyon days. This year, during the
100th year celebration of the Statue of Liberty,
many community colleges are proudly celebrating
their Silver Anniversarytwenty-five years of ser,
vice to their communitiestwenty-five years of
service to millions of Americans, all seeking to
move up the staircase of opportunity through
enhanced education and training. A major spokes-
person for the community college movement has
referred to the community college as "the Ellis
Island of higher education" (Vaughan, 1983).

As we pau.Te this year to contemplate our
years of progress, we should remember that in all
of recorded history, only America and what she
stands for has permitted and made possible higher
education for anyone who can benefit from it. Not
only is America unique in its opportunity for
access to inexpensive education and training, she
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also is alone in the social concept of multiple
opportunities for persons to succeed in the pursuit
of educational and career goals. Even more unique
is the high assurance that education and training
obtained will ultimately be a marketable com-
modity in obtaining personal freedom from want;

It is perhaps an anomaly that in the
summer of 1986 we also celebrated 100 years of
the "lady in the harbor"the Statue of Liberty;
Witnessing on television this star-studded celebra-
tion, we were vividly reminded through the writing
of Emma Lazarus that America holds out great
promise to those who have_ immigrated to this
country with renewed hope for liberty and free-
dom and the inherent dream of economic success.

Community college advocates would draw
the parallel that as Miss Liberty lifts her lamp
beside the golden door so does the American
community college lift its lamppromising enlight-
enment and economic security. Moreover, perhaps
the greatest freedom of all is promisedfreedom
from ignorance. As many community colleges
celebrate twenty-five years of service, and others
commemorate a half-century or more of service to
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communities across America, perhaps we should
also pause and reflect on promises not kept and
hopes not achieved in our movement.

In 1960 as we began a decade of sustained
growth, Medsker (1960) identified two failures of
the community college that persist even to the
summer of 1986. Med Sker pointed out our failure
to deliver on the promise of the "open door" and
our failure to achieve an identity of our own. To a
great extent our failure is linked to the failure of
America to achieve for all its people the promise of
liberty and freedom from want. In act, a major
concern in America today is the widening gap
between the "haves" and the "have nots." In
discussing the splendor of the Liberty weekend
celebration, the Reverend Jessie Jackson observed
that the average American, and certainly those
who were processed through Ellis Island, would
not have been able to afford the price of admission
to the Liberty celebration. Mr. Jackson could also
remind us, lest we become smug regarding our
accomplishments, that at the time of the initial
celebration of the erection of the Statue of Liberty
in New York harbor, one in every six Americans
had originated in Africa and had entered America
through a southern port as a slave or a free black.
Henry Cisneros; the mayor of San Antonio, could
remind us that the majority of Hispanics west of
the Mississippi saw the Rio Grande as the sea to be
crossed in order to reach the promised land:
President Bob McCabe of Miami-Dade Com-
munity College could remind us that the isthmus
of Florida juts into the Atlantic like a lightning
rod, attracting tens of thousands of immigrants
from Central and South America and the islands
of the Caribbean basin to America's shores; The
number and nature of these immigrants powerfully
affect the enrollments of community colleges of the
region. At Miami-Dade, for example, the majority
of all students are Hispanics and more than 16
percent of the student body is Black or non-
Hispanic.

In a larger context, we celebrate this
summer with our dreams of the future of our
country and the community college movement. In
the next century, now scarcely a decade away, we
are promised a time when the minority popula-
tions of today will be the majority population of
that era. This phenomenon will be achieved
through continued immigration of and increasing
birthrates for today's minorities, coupled with
decreased birthrates for the majority population of
the 1980s. The minority7majority ratios already
have created a situation where minorities dominate
twenty-three of the twenty=five urban public school
diStrictS in America.
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Student Characteristics

The brief discussion of the demographics
of America is not designed to raise an alarm over
minority-majority ratios. The purpose is, rather, to
reiterate the social reality of the role and mission of
the Amerimn community colleges. Our role has
been and will continue to be to expand educa-
tional opportunities for the poor, the minorities,
and other upwardly mobile working people. Our
task is not an easy one. We have documented in
other studies that community colleges have long
borne the brunt of educating adult illiterates and
high school underachievers in American higher
education; Evidence of this inherent mission is
borne out by the fact that by the late 1960s
remedial reading, writing; and mathematics con-
stituted the most frequently offered courses in
America's community colleges (Roueche, 1968);
There is not much evidence to support the fact that
these ratios have changed significantly.

In our recent study of excellent American
high schools, we discovered that average scores on
basic skills tests for high school graduates fall
between the eighth and tenth grade level (Roueche
and Baker, 1985). A Nation at Risk reported that
average achievement of high school students is
lower than twenty-six years ago when Sputnik was
launched (Gardner, 1983). Boyer (1983) reported
that in a 12-nation study of achievement scores in
seven subjects, U.S. students were in the lowest
third in reading, at the bottom in math, and tied
With the lowest in civics. Undoubtedly, the de-
clining performance of students in America's high
schools has had a powerfully negative effect on
both retention and achievement of students en-
rolled in the community colleges. For example, we
determined in one community college in the
Southwest that 717 of 905 studentS were required
to take one or more courses in developmental
English. Over half of all entering freshmen re7
quired one or more courses in devefromental
math. Of 9Y/ studentS who took the Nelson-
Denny Reading Test, 477 scored beloW 10 (a
reading score that correlates at about the tenth
grade reading level).

Another community college reported se=
quential retention data for a degree-seeking group
of 1,810 students who enrolled in the fall semescer
and listed the associate degree as their career goal.
Ninety-seven percent withdrew from one or more
general education courses in the initial semester.
Only 27 percent of the students successfully com-
pleted more than one-half of the hours for which
they had enrolled in the fall. Less than one-half of
the students who enrolled in the fall reenrolled for
any courses during the spring semester. Of those
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who reenrolled for the spring semester, less than
one-half reenrolled in the second year of the two-
year program. Finally, three years later less than
five percent of the students who had originally
enrolled were still persisting in the program, and
four percent of the original number had success-
fully completed the program. Although these data
do not deal with the reenrollment of students in
other programs or zolleges or the "stop-out"
phenomenon, the numbers would lead our publics
to conclude that community colleges are only
capable of producing a success ratio of less than
five percent of entering associate degree-seeking
students.

Our research over the past several years
and the research of others convince us that these
retention data are not atypical_ in community
college settings across America. In light of these
data, we should not have been surprised that in our
1982 study most community colleges were unable
or unwilling to track statistically the retention and
persistance of their students over a one-year period
(Roueche, Baker, Roueche, 1984). We wondered
if we should conclude that the failure to focus on_
student progress and retention is the result of
community college leaders who focus on some
other measures of success or leaders who are
concerned with the impact of public disclosure of
poor success ratios on support and funding for
public community colleges.

Community College Critics

On the surface perhaps, those who criti-
cize community colleges may be too harsh given
the complexity of our mission and the lack of
preparation of our students. Yet, we have every
reason to believe that the challenges of low-
achieving students and the limited ability of com-
munity colleges to meet the challenge of the open
door can be met and resolved through better
leadership and management. Were we to listen to
some of our strongest critics, we might conclude
that success will not be in the cards for community
colleges. It is Karabel's (1972) view that com-
munity collqes perpetuate a system of class-based
tracking. That is, individuals in the name of
increased need for technical and professional skills
enter community colleges in order to escape the
lowest-paying jobs. Zwerling (1976) argutd that
community colleges actually serve to channel
people into essentially the same position in the
social structure that their parents already occupy.
Pincus (1980) looked at the community college as
a social cooling-out process, arguing that com-
munity colleges provide the workers that industry
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needs and save four-year colleges from wasting
resources on those who cannot achieve the bac-
calaureate, resulting in a social system where
students get the jobs that they are capable of
holding and protecting the system from the nega-
tive political consequence of finding itself with too
many people with expectations beyond those that
society can accommodate. Those who have studied
the community college as a social system conclude
that in the future it is unlikely open door colleges
will be able to retain students and be as successful
as four-year colleges (Astin, 1977).

University of Texas Studies

In evaluating our own studies, conducted
individually and collectively over the past decade,
we have reluctantly drawn the following conclu-
sions. (1) Community colleges promise much
more than they are able to deliver in terms of
student success. (2) Community colleges are much
less likely to track student success than are public
schools or four-year colleges. (3) Community
colleges are much more likely to present anecdotal
data to provide evidence of student success than
they are able to cite the ratio between the number
of students who begin and those who complete a
program. (4) The multiple missions of community
colleges, from non-credit short courses across a full
spectrum of career, occupational, technical, and
college transfer programs create an environment
where community colleges have difficulty in fo-
cusing successfully. (5) In community college
classes we observed that students were rarely
expected to demonstrate general education skills
that are normally associated with college-level
courses. (6) Community college students were
expected to read, write, and compute more and at
higher levels in remedial courses than would be
required of them in freshman and sophomore level
courses (Roueche and Comstock, 1981).

In addition, in our 1984 national study of
developmental practices in American two-year
and four-year colleges, wt1 concluded that almost
every college and university in America had some
form of special help to assist students with learning
difficulties. Our research documented that in vari-
ous types of higher educational institutions, the
range of services to students correlated well with
the severity of the problem. Data analysis led us to
further conclude that remedial and developmental
education is big business in American higher
education. This is true also in our major univer-
sities, where there was generalized reluctance to
publicly state the extent to which the university
was involved in providing remedial and develop-
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mental services to students: we determined a
tendency to mask and meld developmental ser-
vices into the fabric of the institution in such a way
as to obscure or complicate the true purpose of the
services (Roueche, Baker, and Roueche, 1984).

The Excellence Studies

While others have made_major contribu-
tions to the overall functioning of the community
college, we have focused our research on teadiing
effectiveness and those related aspects of excellent
community colleges that document student success.

For the past two years, our work haS
focused on developing and interpreting operating
models of both effective public schoola and com-
munity college& This research effort, funded by the
Sid W. Richardson Foundation, has produced two
books, several articles, and a battery of instrumentS
designed to determine the climate, leadership
competencies, and extent to which appropriate
student support and success systems are in place in
community colleges and public schools. To date,
research has focused on 154 public sthools
evaluated as the best in Americaand on Miami-
Dade Community College, which was named by a
select panel as the best teaching community college
in the United States.

At the time of this writing, we have
utilized our instruments to gather data from more
than twenty other exceptional community colleges.
This research has examined various aspects of our
Community College Excellent,: Model. The de-
velopment of this model and our analysis of the
various data bases have led us to view the com-
munity college as a somewhat unique organization.
In the family of human service organintions;
usually referred to as "the professional bureau-
cracy," the typical community college is as dif-
ferent from its higher education sisters as it is from
its public sei.00l brothers; Our research and the
research of others have documented uniqueness in
governance; policy development; funding, recruit-
ment; assessment; faculty attitudes and expecta-
tions; student development; and most imporiandy;
student expectation and values; This uniqueness;
we believe; requires the development of strategies;
perhaps best described as pre-strategies or emerg-
ing concepts. In addition; we believe that most
community colleges, especially those established in
the 1960s and beyond; are presently in the stages
of early development and that all concepts relating
to institutions so recently established are emergent;
that the science and art of employing the political,
economic, and mental forces to achieve student
learning and community development in the
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community college is at present both underdevel-
oped and underresearched; and that in the Silver
Anniversary of the community college movement
much remains to be done to both understand and
make effective this new concept in American
education.

We hope that our own work is a classic
example of emerging theory leading to an under-
standing of the community college as a unique
professional bureaucracy. In actomplishing our
research and directing the research of our students,
we have focused on several major themes relating
to excellence and student success. Our research has
been as qualitative and descriptive as we can make
it. We have relied on uncomplicated methodol-
ogies to collect our chta. We have been active and
involved researchers, both shaping and being
shaped by our biases. We have attempted to be
detectives by tracking patterns of behavior and
relationships between leaders and their followers
in American schools and colleges. Even though we
have employed simple methodologies and much of
our own intuition, we have attempted to be as
systematic and as holistic as time, energy, and
resources would allow. We have attempted to
describe our findings in realistic organizational
terms. And finally, while we realize our limita-
tions, we have sought to synthesize the diverse
elements of the colleges and schools that we have
studied, even though we know that our mosiac is
viewed "through a glass darkly."

We are also aware that the diversity of the
community college calls for contingency ap-
proaches to strategy development. In one sense,
forces impacting colleges and forces within the
college will not only shape what is possible, those
forces will also shape the speed with which a
college is able to respond to students, community,
and college needs. Nevertheless, we have arrived at
conclusions that we believe fit the normative
(expected) values, beliefs, and expectations of
community college leaders in terms of how leaders
must behave to accomplish organizational goals
within the context of the college. We have de-
veloped several models to explain the relationship
of our variables. These models appear in both our
public school and community college studies
(Roueche and Baker, 1986).

Figure 1 displays one conceptual view of
the interaction of leadership and group structure
within the excellent community college. This
model was adapted frem Likert's four-system
model where collaboration is viewed as the most
effective organizational leadership process. The
purpose of this chapter is to share with the reader
what we have discovered and documented in
community colleges where leaders have captured
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the energy, commitment, and motivation of stu-
dents, faculty, and staff to create an exciting and
successful community college culture.

Leadership: The Ceatral Concept

Our research documents that effective
community college leaders operate from well-
organized written and conceptual action plans.
These leaders do not develop a plan during an
annual retreat and place the plan on the shelf until
someone asks to read it; Effective leaders build,
through collaboration, action plans that capture
the energy of college staff members: For the most
part; the president is the conceptual salesperson of
any plan, employing persuasive skills to sell ideas
to others; Plesidents instinctively continue to
embed ideas until participants come to believe that
the ideas originated in their own minds; The
leaders that we studied also recognized that excel-
lence in the organization can only be achieved by
an enlightened team of leaders who instinctively
share common goals and work collaboratively in
order to achieve what has been formerly agreed
upon. Ili one community college setting, we fcrAnd
little difference in the leadership skill1evels among
three _levels of college administrators (senior vice
presidents, deans, and directors) or i their philo-
sophical views. A common organizational phi-
losophy can only be explained when adminis-
trators are selected and socialized, employing
c -.1-:fully derived strategies that _result in general

'ment of desired outcomes. Our research sup-
ports the view that such socialization and em-
powering behavior is an effective strategy where
the influence process relates directly to those
concepts and beliefs mutually shared by the ad-
ministrative team.

Since formal leaders can only function in
an organization with goals and resources and
within a process of influencing others, the key
question becomes how the modern college leader
can be democratic in relationships with others and
at the same time maintain necessary authority and
control in the organization for which he/she is
responsible.

The leaders that we studied began the
process of influencing others by first demanding
and subsequently expecting collaboration between
various divisions of the college. Our study of
leaders in public schools and in community col-
leges validated a model of situational leadership,
where leaders attempted to vary their behavior to
fit the circumstances. In a word, they sometimes
mphasized mission; at other times, they empha-
sized morale and consideration of others. Through
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factor analysis we discovered three major leader-
ship behavioral qualities that correlated well with
other leadership models in the literature. We found
our leaders to be task orknted in that they initiated
structures for problem solving and decision mak-
ing; to be peopte orienwd in that they were able to
build a strong sense of institutional commitment
through collaboration; and to be effectiveness
oriented in that they were able to provide both
vision and direction for the college and its mem=
bers through planning, organizing, and influencing
the attitudes and values of individrals.

Our research allowed us to determine the
extent to which these leaders possessed the leader-
ship competencies in our model and also the extent
to which these leaders were successful in influ-
encing the attitudes; values, expectations, and
behaviors of others in the college setting. We
examined this relationship by determining the
extent to which the individual's perception of
overall college climate was related to that person's
view of the quality of the lczdership employed.

Climate and Culture

Our climate studies were adapted from
Likert's Theory of Organizations. Likert's now-
famous system-four theory linked leadership to
organizational climate through a causal and out-
come model. He concluded that when leaders
influence others to organize and collaborate around
mission and goals, the resulting influence process
can affect in a powerful way the expectations,
performance, and ultimately the major outcomes
of the college. Our article, "Examining the Fruits
of Excellence" (Community Junior College Jour-
nal, April-May, 1986), and new book, Access and
Excellence: The Open-Door College (AACJC,
1986), summarize our findings on six aspects of
climate in community colleges: leadership, moti-
vation, communication, decision making, rewards,
and job satisfaction.

We have since conducted survey research
on a large scale and have summarized these
findings; (See Figure 2.) Our evaluation of the
climate data yielded the following conclusions. (1)
In general, members in typical community colleges
perceive the climate as about halfway between
eni ironments in which the leadership consults
with college members (system three), and a posi-
tion where the leader attempts to act in an
autocratic fashion; but with the perceived approval
of the college members (system two); (2) Excep-
tional community colleges that we evaluated
scored significantly above colleges that were not
selected as exceptional. (3) The perceptions of the
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quality of the climate are rated highest by toplevel
administrators and lowest by faculty, with second-
level administrators and support staff falling in
between these two views. When we evaluated the
average perceptions of all groups in exceptional
community colleges, we found that the climate
was positive and conducive to motivation and
satisfaction.

When we aggregated all climate data, it
was clear that individuals perceived that the re7
ward systems and the decision processes required
the greatest improvement We also discovered
almost a perfect relationship between perceived
quality of climate and the perceived quality of
leadership skills of the individual's supervisor (cor-
relation .96); This finding was trur for ali levels of
administration; including the faculty member's

view of his/her departmental chairperson or divi-
sion dean.

Data _that examined the relationship be-
tween leadership and climate led us to conclude
that college presidents, in analyzing the environ-
ment, respond first to what they perceive the
general climate to be and what they must influence
in order to bringabout change. They then attempt
to influence the key administrators in a collabora-
tive fashion to develop the plans and activities
necessary to carry out what the team believes is
importanz. We also discovered that while indi-
viduals within the college have a general percep-
tior, of the extent to which the college is accom-
plishing something worthwhile, they generally are
most affected by the perceptions and expectations
of their immediate supei visor. This finding led us
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to conclude that the most important aspect ot
leadersnip in colleges is the positive influence of
the direct supervisor on faculty and staff.

The Process of Influencing Values

In our study of Miami-Dade Community
College, we were surprised to find that in the more
than forty interviews we conducted, there was
overwhelming consistency in the values and beliefs
expressed by faculty and administration. We dis-
covered that the college as a community had
worked in various group processes for almost a
decade to come to agreement on a set of philo-
sophical values relating to the college's responsi-
bility to students and community.

The analysis of our interviews supported
the common view that both administrators and
faculty at Miami-Dade agreed that a direct rela-
tionship existed between student attendance and
student success. College members articulated and
communicated the belief to students that the
primary purpose of financial aid was to increase
students' academic success. College members
spoke persuasively about the importance of stu-
dent decision making and commitment to an
educational goal as a prerequisite foi success
within a program. College members frequently
reported that the college existed solely to success-
fully serve both students and community. This
shared college philosophy relating to student
socialization into the college was mc,st interesting.
College memb-ers believed that students must be
guided firmly into making positive choices re-
garding their future. We found that the college
held itself responsible for making the final decision
as to where (at what level) the student would be
placed into the curriculum. Once studentS are
committed o an academie course of action, the
college holds itself accountable to provide constant
and accurate feedback on both student perfor-
mance and progress.

The Evaluation Component

At Miami-Dade the members of the aca-
demic team, including both faculty and adminis-
tration, carefully developed a battery of tests to
determine where students would be placed in the
curriculum. Once these tests of basic skills %yr...
validated, research was conducted to determine if
cutoff scores were accurate for predicting where
students should be placed within a curriculum
sequence. Then, by policy, the Board of Trustees
and the president moved to reallocate the internal
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resources of the college to meet the academic
requirements of the students.

Where the typical college is often unable
to offer the number and types of courses that
students need due to the unwillingness to require
faculty to teach what students need, colleges like
Miami-Dade have embedded the values and the
expectations that the college must make the tough
decisions necessary to meet student needs. Once
individuals commit to the idea that resources must
follow determined need, the resistance to change is
significantly reduced.

Student Responsibility

When we speak with college presidents
and administrators regarding a philosophy of firm
and directive student management they most often
cite a view that adult students must take respon-
sibility for their own behavior and actions. Thus,
since mandatory assessment, placement, and the
requirement to take remedial or developmental
courses often violate this general principle, most
colleges soften this perceived hard line or directive
approach. The philosophy and hence the expecta-
tions of these college communities require the
student to be assessed but leave the decision of
where to enter the curriculum to tly.t student.

Not only do faculty and administration at
Miami-Dade express strong support for the idea of
directive, policy-based decision making, the insti-
tution is now able to produce ad hoc and longitu-
dinal studies to support the effectiveness of the
college's strongly directive mat-iculation process.
In fact, the college community is so certain of the
accuracy of its assessment and placement model
that policies exist to motivate students to expend
the necessary energy and commitment to succeed
in each course for which_ they are enrolled. For
example, the Standards of Academic Progress set
maximum academic loads: students who work
outside the college and are enrolled in one or more
skill-build:ng courses are limited by college policy
from enrolling for a full load of college courses if
their work hours exceed a set maximum number.
Where some would argue that such policies
actually prevent students from becoming mature
and ultimately taking responsibility for their suc-
cess or failure, Miami-Dade convinced us that the
policies of the college actually provided a requisite
framework in which students with accurate per-
formance data to chart their own paths would
eventually be successful.

What we have noticed in our field visits is
that many community colleges encourage students
to try by telling them about other studentsmost
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often those who had the greatest barriers to
overcomewho achieved success in the college.
Examples cited in the literature include an 80-
year-old associate of arts graduate, a blind com-
puter science student, a single parent with six
dependent children, and other similar models.
While colleges like Miami-Dade also use these
"difficult to succeed" models as motivators, they
also develop and use retention and success data to
report progress to the college community and to
make important decisions regarding changes in
college policies and procedures.

In summary, our research of college
climate and culture has led us to conclude that the
major challenge faced by community colleges is
the need to affect the climate in which teaching
and learning occur and to influencethrough the
powerful forces of leadership and collaborative
processeswhat , people actually believe about
why the college exists; This belief system must be
developed over some sustained period of time;
employing collaborative processes around the core
mission; primary tasks; and important cooperative
functions necessary to accomplish the goz..1s;

The Building of Systems to Support
Student Learning

The discussion thus far has included
several important pointS; however, this may be the
most important point of all. We know that having
individuals believe that certain behaviors produce
results and then building the systems to accomplish
these results is the essence of successful leadership.

We concluded through our research that
successful colleges are well-structured. By structure
we mean the internal arrangement of people and
processes into effective units with procedures and
feedback for producing positive results. The dif-
ficulty in achieving this structure is exacerbated by
the fact that colleges are extremely complex entities
where opportunities for real leader.thip are limited.
Those who have studied leadership in a colle?e
setting have concluded that faculty behaviors can
be only slightly influencedand yet faculty are the
key performers in the achievement of excellence.
These researchers also conclude that knowledge
about how to maximize learning for each student
is elusive and that a natural animosity exists
between administration and facult5c

To use a weather analogyif climate and
culture is the lightning bolt; the arrangement of
people working together to achieve tasks must be
the lightning rod; Our analysis of the structure of
community colleges revealed that natural work
groups exii.t to accomplish a major function of

iteaching and learning. In short, faculty n depart-
ments exist to teach content that is deemed impor-
tant. In a similar manner, the admissions team
exists to process students into the college. Yet,
standards of academic progress and admission
testing have a major effect on both the faculties
and the admissions unit. Effective colleges, such as
Miami-Dade, resolve this dilemma by developing
and tasking teams of individuals that cut across
traditional functions. These individuals serve in
traditional units of the college and in a task force
arrangement to solve problems, evaluate data, and
make recommenda'4ons regarding systems devel-
oped to manage and motivate students.

The student-centered or student outcome
model is based on the collaborative aspects of the
Liken modelthose that promote open communi-
cation and extensive interaction among various
divisions; functions; or units of the college. Also
implicit in this view of the excellent college is the
decentralization of decision making to the task
force levein order that student performance
data can and will drive the important student
decisions. What follows is a brief discussion of the
major aspects of the systems for success aspects
that we found in the exceptional community
college.

Student Acquisition

Whether or not it is an educationally
sound practice, most community colleges actively
recruit students. These activities are closely related
to marketing the college. In an attempt to best
serve the recent high school graduates, many
community colleges are actively developing im-
proved relationships with the high schools.

Our examination of the recruitment, mar-
keting, and articulation systems of excellent com-
munity colleges revealed that task forces within
these colleges typically estabiish close and con-
tinuous relationships with business and industry or
business-based programs. These task forces also
are able to identify potential students by name and
in many cases obtain high school achievement and
aptitude scores. Some colleges have developed a
process that permits the joint enrollment of high
school students in community college and high
school course& In an attempt to better serve
students; several community colleges have devel-
oped agreements that allow sharing the high school
and college faculty and facilities.

Several excellent colleges also are devel-
oping a process that allows advanced placement of
high school students demonstrating advanced pro-
ficiency in subject matter areas. Most of the
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initiatives listed here are becoming part of written
articulation agreements between local high schools
and community colleges.

Recruitment plans are becoming much
more strategic in exceptional community colleges.
Tnsk forces are determining various ways of
working with all segments of the community.
These plans not only meet the needs of business
and industry but also serve as a primary means of
attracting students to the campus. Recruitment is
also becoming an important aspect of excellent
college management information systems. These
systems allow both the identification of and com-
munication with various potential students;

Admissions procedures are becoming
automated as exceptional colleges build systems
that allow for rapid development and retrieval of
information pertaining to students and their per-
formance and progress. Miami-Dade, for example,
iS in the process of developing a two-step admis-
sions process that will allow all decisicns involving
student admissions to be made by two paraprofes-
sionals during one visit of approximately two
hours. During this period, file records will be
opened, essential data obtained, admissions testing
completed, placement determined, financial aid
eligibility determined, and forms filed as needed.
The student also will receive academic advisement
and a completed initial class schedule.

Not only do these systems for success
provide the college with powerful student matricu-
lation processes, they also serve to send students
early signals that the college considers their ex-
pressed commitmentto education or training
to be serious business. The matriculation process
also provides data to determine students' abilities,
achievement, and intentions at the time of admis-
sion. The management information systems will
store and group data for subsequent evaluation of
the effectiveness of the policies and practices
regarding student progress and success.

Curriculum Integration

Whatever else colleges do, they must
engage in reshaping their education and training
programs to make them more effective in achieving
both the goals of students and society Exceptional
colleges have gone beyond this need to examine
the relationships between existing components of
the curriculum. They have begun to identify and
integrate, within the curriculum, essential skills for
life. Before Miami-Dade Community College
began to develop its systems for success, it began a
curriculum reform movement that has continued
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to the present. Miami-Dade made only two major
changes, yet these changes were pervasive!

First, the college required a battery of
general education courses for every degree-seeking
student. Second, it required minimum standards
for academic performance. The combination of
these two changes has become the central focus of
faculty inputs into the curriculum change process.
Three levels of general education courses, to in-
clude core distribution and electives, were devel-
oped. The leadership of Miami-Dade, in collabora-
tion with faculty, developed twenty-six goals that
established parameters for the requirements and
essential elements of the general education com-
ponent of the college. While other colleges have
reviewed courses and perhaps changed the shape
of programs; the Miami-Dade approach was to
develop collaboratively the expectation and the
learning requirements for each course and ulti-
mately to evaluate the extent to which students
mastered these essential elements; In order to
ensure the success of its educational reform; col-
leges such as Miami-Dade constantly collect in-
formation concerning student performance within
courses and programs. Course and program reten-
tion rates, student success rates; and results of
achievement tests are made available to program
teams for the purpose of evaluating and strength-
ening academic programs.

Developmental Studies

Most effective colleges see developmental
studies as a foundation for successful completion
of student academic goals; and perhaps as impor-
tant, they see developmental studies as the linchpin
of access and academic excellence. In order to
ensure that these programs are able to salvage,
redirect, and develop the skills and attributes
students require for success, exceptional colleges
staff, organize, and manage these programs as a
top priority. Our 1982 study of college responses
to underachieving students documented several
features of successful developmental programs and
produced empirical evidence of what worked in
the management and curriculum aspects of the
program. We discovered that the college adminis-
tration had accomplished the leadership and man-
agement aspects that we reviewed in part one of
this chapter. We found both the task and rela-
tionship structures tied to firm but fair policies;
these policies related directly to expectations con-
cerning student motivation and self-development.
Directly supporting these programs was a restruc-
tured student development component tasked with
the responsibility of recruiting, assessing, placing



and managing student progress and performance.
Modern and powerful student information systems
within instruction developed validated objectives
and devised multiple learning strategies, daily and
weekly progress checks, and created a prevailing
attitude of student centeredness and high expecta-
tion of student success.

Student Monitoring

Although we have discussed student
monitoring as an integral aspect of the excellence
model, we will focus in this section on the aspects
of student management as the central aspect of the
student-centered college. As discussed earlier, the
leadership of the community college must realize
that leading and managing the multiple missions of
the open door college require a committed staff
and management system that allows decision
makers to employ student success information in
the development of policies and procedures. These
policies and procedures in turn produce guidance
and direction to college personnel as they work
together to help students become successful in their
career and academic pursuits. In crder to create
the climate and culture that we have described as
part of the excellence model, college leaders must
consciously build management systems that pro-
vide information where and when it is needed, and
build into these systems the policies, procedures,
and densior 'es that result in motivated students,
informed anti motivated staff, and competent
leaders within each unit and at every level within
the college.

One central aspect of the student moni-
toring system is the Academic Alert and Advise-
ment process. This process is a classic example of
how the collaboration process brings together the
essential elements of the college. Academic Alert
and Advisement is a computerized system that
provides all students accurate and timely feedback
regarding their progress. Based on information
provided by faculty, computerized letters inform
students whether their attendance and academic
progress are acceptable. Utters advise students
about required action in the eventthat attendance
or achievement is not acceptable. When conditions
demand, students are required to meet with college
counselors to determine proper and corrective
action. Academic Alert is the keystone to student
management in that students are informed re-
garding their progress and student development
perwrinel are notified of those needing assistance.
Perhaps as important is that the system provides
evaluation information about the effectiveness of
policies and procedures and provides planning

information to student development and academic
services for better integration of these functions.

Achievement and Graduation Information

One of the most important goals of excel-
lent institutions is providing accurate and timely
feedback on student performance. In an important
way, students must be able to link performance to
stated career and academic goals. Advisement and
Graduation Systems provide detailed achievement
information about the studente.g., test scores,
program identification, courses, and academic
status (including grades). They also display the
courses students must complete to accomplish
their stated goals. These systems are designed to
keep students focused and moving toward their
goals in the matriculation process.

Standards cf Academic Progress

In our experience, one of the major ob-
stacles in achieving access and excellence in open
door colleges is the unwillingness of the college
and its ieádèrship to establish academic stan-
dardsfor fear that the uniform enforcement of
such policies will adversely affect enrollment. A
dose look at the excellent colleges described in this
chapter suggests that all aspects of the model must
be in place in order to create an environment
where everyoneespecially the studentis able
to succeed through increased motivation and ef-
fort. All components of this model am designed to
work together to achieve the goal of studelit
success. If motivation is central to behavior, and
purposeful behavior is central to success, vve must
be able to create an environment where the
climate is perceived as supportive_ and is main-
tained over time to permanently affect those who
collaborate to make the student successful.

Standards of Academic Progress is an
integrated set of policies and procedures that
communicate to all college personnel what is
expected of students. Since educators are in the
business of adding value and competencies to
individuals, they must clearly communicate to
everyone involved what price must be paid for
failure to progress toward ones stated goals. If the
systems work, we must be convinced that properly
placed students, properly developed curriculum,
and staff who believe that students can succeed
will work to link effort to perfo-mance and
performance to success.

However, the human condition is such
that people do not always respond to what is best
for them. In the "carrot and stick" approach, the
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student must be convinced that a failure to gener-
ate sufficient effort necessary to succeed will result
in an appropriate adverse response. Since learning
and growth are developmental processes and per-
formance and success are the goals, the sanctions
of the Standards of Academic Progress should be
incremental. In the model being designed by
several colleges, students falling below expected
standards of performance are first warned and then
provided appropriate help. This help can range
from counseling and guidance to academic assis-
tance and reduction of academic load. In cases
where students do not respond to this intervention,
the second level of academic standards is triggered.
Under these conditions, the student is placed on
probation. Probation results in additional assis-
tance, monitoring, and control to include possible
course reduction. In exceptional cases where stu-
dents do not respond to help, the third trigger is
suspension for one semester. It is interesting to note
that where academic standards are enforced, most
students who have been suspended have reenrolled
at their first opportunity and as a group have been
more successful in their second effort.

Summary

It is not difficuft to conclude that where
academic alert, advising and graduation informa-
tion; feedback on performance, and the enforce-
ment of academic progress standards are in place,
a climate is created where students are able to see
themselves as the centerpiece of the college. This is
as it should be;

In this chapter; we have attempted to
identify and articulate what we believe to be the
essential elements of a successful community col-
lege. We began with the element of leadership
since we believe that leaders make the difference
between highly successful colleges and the rest We
have attempted to demonstrate that it is both what
leaders decide to do and how they interact with
others that act oz.et for the critical difference be-
tween access with excellence and access without
excellence in community colleges; Our careful
analysis of the community college as an organiza-
tion dedicated to serving students and the com-
munity leads us to conclude that one leadership
initk: live stands out abbve others7the effective
interpretation and articulation of the community
college mission o all who have a stake in its
existence. This leadership perspective requires
leaders to decide where the college is going and
what steps it must take to get there. Leaders must
then carefully ard collaboratively build the unique
StructureS and vg,ems that will provide guidance
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and direction to the achievement of professional
and staff competence. And finally, the leaders must
create an environment where all members of the
college community see and believe that the college
exists to serve students and the community and
that the college working together in a collaborative
fashion can achieve thcze important social goals.

We also have focused on how the leaders
structure, or organize, the college to achieve stu-
dent success. We believe that the social, economic,
and educational realities of our democratic society
yield a student who must be appropriately tasked
and monitored through a developmenIal process.
This process leads to an understanding that suf-
ficient effort will lead to performance and perfor-
mance will lead to success. Student success is the
discovery of and commitment to the pursuit of
career and educational goals, the achievement of
which makes for responsible citizens in a demo-
cratic society.

We believe that community colleges, as
new American eduational structures, have moved
through the first twenty-five years as creatures of
state legislatures and have now matured into
potentially powerful social, economic, and educa-
tional forces for upward mobility in our society.
We expect a continuation of this positive matura-
tion process and look forward to a proud and
equally exciting golden anniversary of this most
important of all social experimentsthe com-
munity college.
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Introduction and Overview

This great country is rich with oppor-
tunities for its citizens. Only in the United States
can all persons, regardless of their background,
pursue the dream of higher education. In its short
history, the community college has opened its
doors of opportunity to millions of people who
have previously found the doors of selective uni-
versities closed.

On the surface, the open door community
college that is intended to help fulfill dreams of
United States citizens is exciting indeed! Unfortu-
nately, a simple commitment to nonselective ad-
missions in the community college has resulted in
much criticism of the fulfillment of the community
college mission. In fact, an outspoken critic of the
community college asserts that students who attend
these colleges receive a "second best" education
(Zwerling, 1976). Zwerling suggests that the
American community college is not a vehicle for
opportunity but is a social filter and provides a
"cooling out process" so that aspirations of stu-
dents who want to be upwardly mobile are brought
down to a "realistic level."

In July, 1986; a small group of com-
munity college professionals met to address several
important issues that are basic to the heart of the
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community college mission. The participants heard
outstanding speakers present challenges and criti-
cisms of their work and they were forced to deal
with some unpleasantries about the outcome of
community college interventions. As practitioners,
the participants had learned "first hand" that
access through the open door community college
without comprehensive assessment and develop-
mental programming was counterproductive to the
basic purpose of providing opportunity for the
achievement of student aspirations. Sometimes it is
difficult to face the reality that not all community
colleges are successful in the completion of goals.

This 1986 Traverse City Statement, which
describes issues related to access, assessment, and
developmental education; is long overdue. As
loving critics of the profession; the participants
agreed unanimously that the open door com-
munity college must make good its promise of
opportunity through a variety of pragmatic inter-
ventions discussed in this paper.

The subgroup that worked with the access
issue spent countless hours; day and night; tackling
the ramifications of the open door in the com-
munity college. These professionals concluded that
simply opening the doors of a community college
without being community-based and without pro-
viding specialized intervention support was not
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meeting the challenge of access. This issue was
emotional indeed. Informal discussions led to a
realization that some participants were unable to
meet the selective criteria of universities and began
their higher education at "second chance" com-
munity mlleges.

The student assessment issue was equally
emotional among the issues raised. If colleges
assess basic skills prior to enrollment, will this
practice limit access to thousands of citizens?
Assessment and course placement are extremely
volatile issues in the community college today. If a
student cannot pass a basic skills test, due either to
cultural differences or test anxiety, should colleges
restrict the courses in which that student may
enroll?

Some participants shared their personal
experiences with testing and strongly cautioned
against testing as the only measure of student
readiness. Thus, it was unanimously agreed that
student assessment is more than testing of basic
skint and should include an assessment of motiva-
tional levels, study skills, background, past per-
formance, educational readiness, and self--concept.
In no way should an assessment program restrict
access; rather, it should be utilized to promote the
success of students toward the pursuit of educa-
tional goals.

What happens to a student who walks
through that open door and participates in a pre-
enrollment assessment program only to find that
he or she needs specialized intervention to be
successful in college work? A true commitment to
accew requires an incredibly strong and effective
developmental education program. The develop-
mental education subgroup discussed much of the
literature in the field and concluded that successful
developmental education programs enhance aca-
demic standards, improve student retention and
goal achievement, and provide important benefits
for society as a whole.

Community college professionals are
working in settings that are probably the most
challenging in the American educational system. A
classroom with students from various ethnic back-
grounds, ages, and academic levels is extremely
challenging to address successfully. Many students
W.. see community colleges as their last chance
for opportunity desperately need professional
interventions through developmental assessments
and support programs. Without these interven-
tions, community colleges often make a mockery
of the open door concept.

It_ may be important to note that the
Traverse City participants believed that their posi-
tion was a major departure from prevailing con-
cepts and definitions. Previously, access was de-
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fined as simply opening the door. Student assess-
ment was too frequently used only as a pre-
enrollment testing program, and developmental
education was only remedial wurses designed to
deal with the underprepared in basic skills. As one
reads the 1986 Traverse City Statement, it is
important to note that the participants departed
from the above definition of these three concepts.
This departure presents major challenges requiring
the attention of professionals at both the local and
national level. These challenges, in the form of
recommendations, are offered with the intent that
they will be appropriate in all types of community
colleges, large and small, rural and urban, state-
wide and locally governed.

Organizations and individuals resist
change. Successful implementation of the three
concepts presented in this paper will require
change on behalf of many professionals. In the
sixties, the community college was the rebel pro-
moting change in the American higher education
system. The time has come for community college
educators to revitalize the spirit of promoting
change, to critically assess policies and practices,
and to enthusiastically tackle the challenges ad-
dressed in this paper. It is the hope of the par-
ticipants that the emotion and energy generated
during one short week in Traverse City, Michigan,
by a small number of concerned community
college professionals will be shared locally and
nationally as the profession addresses the impor-
tant challenges associaud with access, assessment,
and developmental education.

Access: Making Good the Community
College Open Door

For centuries, the United States has at-
tempted to address issues of social justice inherent
in the founding Constitution and its guardian, the
Bill of Rights. This nation has woven a complex
fabric of legal decrees and political prescriptions
for social integration, actualization of human
potential, and the realization of individual oppor-
tunity. In 1954, the United States Supreme Court
validated the will and intent of democracy em-
bedded in the U.S. Constitution and included in
the 1947 Truman Education Plan that all Ameri-
cans not only have equal opportunity to educa-
tional resources and benefits, but that they have an
inalienable right to the same. Within fifteen to
twenty years after this 1954 Supreme Court deci-
sion, the notion of access for all became manifest
in a unique institution ol higher education called
the community college. The comprehensive "open
door" community college system grew with leaps
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and bounds as the general citizenry believed that
this "open door" would ensure access to education
and a better life for all citizzns.

Over the years, society's moral commit-
ment to providing access to higher education for
all citizens was believed to be fulfilled through
community colleges with nonselective admissions
policies; Citizens who were unable to attend four-
year colleges due to academic underpreparedness;
financial limitations, or geographic location; now
had the opportunity to pursue the American
dream. Persons who wanted to learn a new skill
for reentering the job market had a college within
commuting distance of their home to achieve this
goal. On the surface, it appeared as though the
country's moral and legal obligation to provide
equality of educational opportunity for all had
been met _through the community college system;

Unfortunately; too frequently this "open
door" became a "revolving door" for many com-
munity college students. While students could
enroll in community college programs with ease,
too often they did not meet with academic success
and thus did not achieve their educational aspira-
tions. A common criticism of the comprehensive
community college is that it has failed to meet its
primary objectives of providing equal opportunity
and quality education even though all the citizenry
may easily enroll in its programs.

This limited view of access as an open
door admissions policy, without supportive pro-
grams to ensure student success, does not fulfill the
intent of providing educational equality. True
fulfillment of access to American higher education
requires an attitude supportive of a broader con-
cept of access. This attitude will be reflected in
college policies, practices, and programs that are
intentionally designed to ensure student success
from the point of entry, through the pursuit of
educational goals, and toward the successful ful-
fillment of exit goals.

Thus, access as a statement about the
community college mission must go well beyond
the myopic practice of "open door" entry into the
institution. Access must be seen as an effective
holistic process to ensure student success. Com-
munity colleges need a new definition of access
that focuses on the institution's responsibility to
help its students succted once they entci the "open
door" and that focuses on linkages with com-
munity needs and resources. How well a com-:
munity college provides access should be measured
by the number of students who achieve their
educational goals; rather than the number of
students who enter the institution;

Access Redefined
To ensure that the community college

makes good its promise of educational opportunity
for all, a redefinition of access is in order. Critical
components of this continuing obligation of the
community college include:
I. Establish and/or redefine college mission state-

ments to focus on meeting community needs.
2. Ensure thatinstitutional practices are consistent

with the college missions.
3. Communicate clearly college mission, policies,

and practices to the community.
4; Establish linkages with relevant community

agencies and organizations.
5. Encourage students to maximize their potential

and achieve desired goals._
6. Create and maintain a favorable educational

environment that maximizes the probability for
student success through college programs, ser-
vices, and activitiet.

Critical Issues
The most critical issue related to this topic

is a need for the citizenry, community college
professionals, and relevant organizations such as
the American Association of Community and
Junior Colleges (AACJC) to realize that a more
comprehensive definition and approach to access
is imperative. Once this commitment to a holistic
approach of ensuring student success beyond the
point of entry is made, other pragmatic issues must
be addressed.

For instance, the redefinition of access in
the community college will likely require staff and
organizational development toward efforts to
promote student success. Since a natural result of
the nonselective admissions policy is a variety of
developmental needs and wants from students,
community college staff must be proficient in
understanding various learning styles and diversi-
fied teaching methodologies and technologies, and
must possess the willingnes and ability to con-
tribute to developmental education programs. This
staff and organizational development program
should not be a "one shot effort" but should be an
ongoing process of linking the student with the
college and the community. It is critical that
community college staff realize that the fulfillment
of access requires strong linkages with the com-
munity.

In line with this community-based ap-
proach to access; community colleges should sys-
tematically analyze the public's perceived image
vis4-vis the institution's desired image; A clearly
defined and effectively communicated image is
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vital to access. Commitment to access for all who
think they can profit from community college
instruction is a commitment to understand who
the community college serves and to inform all
constituents of various college opportunities. A
commitme.it to ac :ess extends to effective articu-
lation with other agencies and organizations, to
broadening community support, and to creating
information networks that invite community mem-
bers to engage in partnerships with their com-
munity college for education and training.

Without an effective student assessment
program coupled with developmental support,
access will likely result in nonachievement of
student goals. The remainder of this paper de-
scribes in more detail the importance of compre-
hensive assessment and developmental education
programs. One cannot overemphasize the necessity
for comprehensive and effective programs to en-
sure that the "open door" does not become a
"revolving door." Effective programs often in-
clude, but are not limited to, orientation, assess-
ment, academic advisement, individualized instruc-
tion, learning laboratories, group projects, tutoring,
open entry/open exit options, flexible scheduling,
developmental courses, and community articula-
tion.

Retention is a key issue in this redefinition
of access. College procedures, policies, programs,
and practices should ensure that the student is
impacted positively. Student persistence and suc-
cess is often related directly to individualized
contact with positive and caring professional staff.
It is critical that all college employees understand
the importance of their role in providing indi-
vidualized support to all students.

Recommendations for Action
As discussed previously, community col-

leges are often criticized for serving as "revolving
doors" while professing an "open door" to oppor-
tunity. The most 7)ortant recommendation on
the issue of access is &or each community college to
recommit itself to providing access to quality
education and services through reaffirmation of its
"open door" admissions policy, specialized and
effective support programs, and programs to en-
sure successful transition and exit support. Specific
to this overall recommendation, community col-
leges should:

1. Identify community needs and establish or
redefine the community college mission and
goals to meet those needs. The college's mission
and practices should be communicated clearly
to the community and students it serves. In
addition, it is imperative that institutional prac-
tices are consistent with the college mission.
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2; Within the scope of the college mission and
resources; intervention strategies such as assess-
ment and developmental education support
must be developed in light of identifien com-
munity and student needs. Strong support for
these programs is imperative.

i3. Thoroughly review existing nstitutional inter-
vention strategies. In addition, the development
and maintenance of an ongoing evaluation
system to ensure that the strategies are effectiVe
must be established. These intervention strat-
egies must be integrated into the total institu=
tional process.

4. Establish and promote staff development pro-
grams that prepare staff to understand the
diverse needs of students served by the college
and to effectively support and deliver inter-
vention strategies that ensure successful student
access and matriculation. In addition; staff de-
velopment programs should enhance the effec-
tiveness of staff participation in the community.

5. Engage in broad-based dialogue on issues re-
lated to access and develop strategies to pro-
mote access. Dialogue on the issues and strat-
egies will likely_ result in a team approach
toward college efforts.

6. Engage in institutional research to study com-
munity characteristics and student demo-
graphics in efforts to measure whether initial
access to the institution is effective. These '
search efforts should be extended to the study
the successful versus the unsuccessful achie
ment of student goals after enrollment.

Summary
This paper has strongly suggested that a

redefinition of access is in order. No longer can the
criterion for determining whether a community
college is fulfilling the "open door" mission and
providing access be limited to a single factor of
nonselective, "open door" admissions. These cri-
teria must be extended to providing support for the
student while enrolled and when the student leaves
the institution. This redefinition is grounded
heavily on a focus of linkages with community
needs and resources.

While the suggestions and recommenda-
tions offered are certainly in order for all com-
munity colleges, it is important to note that each
individual institution should conduct its own
assessment, develop tailored plans to achieve
access-related goals, and ensure that an evaluation
of these efforts leads to program improvement.

It is impossible in one short week to
address every aspect of tht complex issue_of access.
It was the intent of this 1986 Traverse City group
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to capture the spirit of access in community
colleges and to provide several concrete reflections
on this complex issue. It is important to note that
access and the fulfillment of each individual stu-
dent's goals and aspirations is the umbrella under
which the next papers were written. Comprehen-
sive assessment is vital to the fulfillment of student
success and developmental intervention is often an
extension of the assessment proceFs. Thus, a sur-
face commitment to access without a pragmatic
commitment to programs of assessment and de-
velopmental education is no real commitment at
all.

Student Assessment:
Critical Issues and Challenges

A Philosophy
The "open door" community college has

attracted a highly diverse student population. The
varied skill levels of this population, coupled with
the high rate of documented adult illiteracy in the
United States, indicates that appropriate assess-
ment of students' skills and careful placement in a
responsive educational program are needed if
community colleges am to increase the probability
of student success. Comprehensive assessment is
critical to the fulfillment of access objectives and to
ensuring that this "open door" is not a "revolving
door" for many students.

Community colleges that allow or advise
academically underprepared students to enter
classes for which they are not prepared may be
closing the door to student success and blocking
the road to achievement of both institutional and
student educational goals. Assessment is a vital
component for effective teaching and learning. An
effective assessment program will promote educa-
tional quality, access, and the efficient use of
institutional resources.

Student Assessment Defined
Student assessment is a systematic process

by which students' abilities and interests are
determined. Effective student assessment occurs
throughout the educational process. While assess-
ment is most commonly used as a pre-enrollment
test of abilities in such areas as math, reading, and
writing, effective and comprehensive asossment
programs are much broader in scope. In addition
to basic skills assessments, effective assessment
programs should include past performance, educa-
tional readiness (mental, physical, and emotional),
educational goals, study skills, self-concept, and
motivation.

t t

Assessment is a process of assisting stu-
dents in making appropriate decisions, assisting
faculty and staff in determining which educational
interventions are most appropriate to ensure stu-
dent success, and assisting administrators and
policy makers in making sound decisions to pro-
mote student success. Assessment is not just testing,
but consists of a combination of systematic cfforts
and educational tools to guide the learning and
teaching processes.

As Jacqueline E. Woods of The American
College Testing Program indicates in chapter 3,
assessment is a critical issue in American com-
munity colleges. In fact, she reported that over 90
percent of the community colleges responding to a
recent study indicated that they use tests for course
placement for first-time entering students. Since
assessment and testing are often inappropriately
used interchangeably, it is critical that community
colleges understand the nature of an effective and
comprehensive assessment program. Since volumes
of literature are available on issues related to
assessment and testing, the bulk of this paper has
been devoted to recommendations for action. It is
important to note that these recOmmendations are
limited to a student assessment program and not to
institutional assessment

Recommendattons for Action
The following recommendations are of-

fered with the understanding that successful assess-
ment programs will benefit community colleges
and their students in numerous ways; Community
colleges will be better able to meet diverse popu-
lation needs, prepare s:udents for study and im-
prove the overall rate of student completion, and
more effectively carry out the "open dooe' com-
munity college mission of opportunity with excel-
lence.

To ensure_ that student assessment is a
comprehensive, effective, and systematic effort
toward enhancing educational access and quality,
the following recommendations are offered:

1. All community colleges should provide a
comprehensive and systematic assessment
program for all students. The assessment pro-
gram should include, but not necessarily be
limited to, academic development in basic
skills, self-concepts, study skills, motivation,
educational readiness, educational goals, and
past achievements. In addition, appropriate
assessment processes such as counseling, inter-
viewing; and studying past performance should
be utilized; It is essential that all credit-seeking
students be assessed in appropriate areas
utilizing effective measures and tools. Non-
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credit students may be exempt from certain
tests or other assessment processes designed
for credit-seeking students, however, certain
aspects of assessment are appropfiate and
necessary for these students as well.

2. The assessment program should be a sys-
tematic and ongoing process. The process
should begin on or before the time of enroll-
ment, continue throughout enrollment, and
conclude with outcome assessments.

3. Each student, prior to initial enrollment,
should meet with a trained professional to
integrate information on the student's basic
skill levels, past performance, educational
goals, motivational level, self-concepts, and
personal circumstances to develop the stu-
dent's educational plan. Follow-up programs
should be implemented in appropriate areas
for students identified through this assessment
process as being highly underprepared.

4. Extensive collegewide input should _guide the
development and maintenance of the assess-
ment program. It is vital that instructional and
student development staff, students, and policy
makers work collaboratively to ensure suc-
cessful development, implementation, and
evaluation of an assessment program.

5. Educational programs, especially develop-
mental studies and support services, should be
responsive to students' needs as identified by
assessment. This action will ensure adequate
entry-level skills for students in specific courses
and will maintain the high quality of the
instructional program. Regular evaluation and
timely modifications of the educational pro-
grams are essential to meeting the identified
needs of students.

6. The assessment process should be used to
ensure proper placement of students hi courses
or programs maximizing opportunities for
them to attain their educational 3als. The
course placement is not intended to deny
access for students but is needed to prepare
students to more successfully pursue their
goals.

7. Coordination of assessment activities should
be the responsibility of individuals with ex-
perience in and commitment to a compre-
hensive assessment program.

8. Continuous staff develop.nent at both the
local and state levels, to improve expertise of
staff and quality of the total assessment pro-
gram, is essential. Professionals who work
with assessment instruments should be care-
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fully trained in all aspects of the assessment
program.

9. Community colleges should expand their re-
search activities to incorporate the collection
and dissemination of assessment information.
These research efforts should include, but not
be limited to, the establishment of normed
data bases, appropriate data analysis, evalua-
tion criteria, evaluation of student outcomes,
and validation of course placement, in efforts
to improve student success.

10. It is important during the development of
assessment policies and promdures that the
needs of special populations be considered.
These special populations include, but are not
limited to, ethnic minorities, international stu-
dents, limited English speaking students, dis-
abled students, women, adult learners, and
returning or reentering students. Alternative
procedures should be developed to remove
barriers, such as the lack of alternative test
instruments and delivery processes, that often
disadvantage particular groups of students.

11. A commitinent should be made to the funding
of necessary staff, facilities, equipment, and
administration of the assessment program.
Local, state, and national policy makers must
recognize that on some campuses the delivery
of assessment and developmental intervention
may cost more than the delivery of certain
"other educational programs; however, the cost
may be lessened by increased student retention
and success rates.

12. To ensure that assessment programs do not
limit access, local and state policy makers
should fund these programs at a sufficient level
to make these services available for all students
on either a no fee or a nominal fee basis.

13. Information about the college's assessment
program should be disseminated throughout
the college and the community. It is important
that students, faculty, staff, and the community
be informed about the availability and use of
various assesment procedures. Access and
referral into the assessment process is depen-
dent on an effective ongoing information
component.

Summary Comments
The diverse students who have access to

the "open door" community college &serve a
comprehensive assessment program. It is critical
that community colleges assist students in identi-
fying basic entry-level skills, goals, and plans and
that they provide interventions to assist students
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toward success. If supported fiscally and attitu-
dinally, every community college has the potential
of developing individualized and effective assess-
ment programs to assist in making good the
promise of the "open door."

Obviously, in such a short paper during a
short colloquium, every issue related to student
assessment cannot be thoroughly addressed. What
is basic to the recommendations offered is that
assessment should be a positive experience to assist
students and educators in the attainment of worthy
goals.

As state and local policy_makers study the
issues related to assessment and formulate recom-
mendations, policies, and laws, it is our sincere
hope that they understand fully the concepts and
practices associated with effective, systematic
assessment programs. Simply mandating testing
without other assessment activities is not compre-
hensive assessment and this practice may actually
restrict access and be counterproductive to the
community college "open door" philosophy.

The assessment group wishes to acknowl-
edge the work of the Student Assessment Task
Force of the Washington St Ate Student Services
Commission. Their March, 1986, Model Student
Assessment Program paper was extremely valu-
able in preparing this portion of the document.

Developmental Education Redermed:
Issues, Challenges, and Recommendations

Introduction
The term developmental education is used

in postsecondary institutions to describe programs
that teach underprepared students effective cogni-
tive and processing skills necessary to be more
successful learners. The targets for developmental
programs usually are students who desire to enter
transfer, career, or occupational programs, or to be
functional on the job and in day-to-day life in a
rapidly changing society.

For more than one hundred years at
institutions like Michigan State, Yale, Harvard,
and Cornell, developmental education in one form
or another has assumed a vital role in post-
secondary education. Developmental studies was
first established following the Civil War to facili-
tate a shift from an egalitarian, rural society to an
industrial, urban society (Brier, 1984). Yet, the
inadequate preparation of many entering students
continues to plague colleges and universities in the
twentieth_century.

The community college "open door" has
attracted many underprepared but hopeful stu-
dents who have sought the opportunity for higher

education, for a second chance, or for fulfillment
of dreams deferred. The traditional community
response to the prospect of low achieving students
with poor academic skills has been remedial
courses. Receht research indicates that expanded
and comprehensive developmental programs en-
able underprepared students to complete college-
level coursework and simultaneously increase aca-
demic standards (Keimig, 1984).

An analysis of the literature supports the
hypothesis that these programs consistently im-
prove students' reading and writing skills, grade
point averages, and retention rates (Kulik, Kulik,
& Schwa lb, 1983; Boylan, 1985). Whether under-
prepared students are recent high school graduates
with inadequate basic skills, returning adults with
dormant study skills, undecided students with low
motivation for acade mic achievement or English
as a Second Langiuge students, developmental
programs can provide appropriate transiti.ons to
success.

Some argue that excellence can be
achieved only by limiting educational access, e.g.,
admitting only those students who have a high
probability of success. This attitude definitely
represents a return to ar, elitist for of higher
education. Community colleges are dedicated to
excellence and to access, as evidenced by AACJC's
slogan "Opportunity With Excellence." While the
dilemma of opportunity with excellence may seem
perplexing, there is an answer to this paradoxan
intense and actively supported developmental edu-
cation program. If standards are to be maintained,
and student aspirations are to be realized, then all
community colleges must dedicate themselves to
providing realistic pathways through the open
door for all students.

Only within the context of an effective
developmental education program can community
colleges provide educational experiences appro-
priate to each student's level of achievement,
ensure standards of academic excellence, enable
students to persist and ultimately to be successful,
and build the academic and personal skills neces-
sary for students to succeed in subsequent courses
or on the job. For community colleges to provide
underprepared students anything less would be to
make a mockery of the open door, and to deny
democracy's promise of educational opportunity.

A major focus of this paper is to explore
the issues surrounding the developmental educa-
tion debate and provide recommendations that
may be used by collqes, local boar.i4, and funding
authorities in their decisions. It is imperative that
developmental education is viewed as a compre-
hensive effort and not simply a remedial, short-
term endeavor necessary to right the shortcomings
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of a secondary school experience. A commitment
to quality developmental education programming
is a commitment to long-term, quality educational
experiences necessary to help students to be suc-
cessful and cope within a rapidly changing infor-
mation oriented society.

A Case for Developmental Programming
According to most projections on popula-

tion demographics, th.; number of traditional
college-age students is declining and will continue
to decline until the mid-1990s (Carnegie Council,
1980). While colleges and universities may not
raise admissio is standards, the number of well
prepared ce:tege-age students who meet these
standards will decline.

The same projections suggesting a decline
in the traditional college-age population also sug-
gest that minority and part-time students are the
most rapidly growing segment of the college
community. During the next two decades, colleges
and universities will admit nontraditional stu-
dentsminorities, returning adults, and displaced
workemin increasing numbers (Carnegie Coun-
cil, 1980). Yet these groups are among those that
tend to have the poorest level of preparation for
college-level work (Cross, 1971).

According to a receat survey, 97 percent
of American colleges and universities indicated
that deficiencies in basic academic skills represent
a major problem among incoming students
(Lederman, Ribaudo, & Ryzewic, 1985). Surveys
indicate that approximately 50 percent of in-
coming community college students do not have
the basic skills necessary to succeed in college.
(Roueche, 1968, 1984).

As the American society and world tech-
nology become more complex, Stechert (1985)
predicts that 80 million to 100 million adults will
be functionally illiterate by the year 2000. In-
creasing numbers of adults will need to koep up
with technology, understand the economy, and
make "educated" voter decisions. An efecti.ve
transition education program will be necessary to
assist adults in making changes, especially since
many adults are not likely to want to return to high
school and would prefer to learn in a local
community college or university setting.

As a result, large numbers of adult stu-
dents will either be returning to a college or
attending college for the first time within the next
twenty years (Carnegie Council, 1980). Yet this
population is probably less prepared for college
attendance than most traditional-age students.
Kozol (1985), for instance, asserts that one-third of
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American adults cannot read very well or at all. In
1983, the U.S. Department of Education estimated
that 23 million adults could read only functionally.

Developmental Education Defined
A comparison of the research studies con-

ducted in the 1960s (Roueche, 1968) and those
published since 1982 (see Boylan, 1983, 1985;
Helm & Chand, 1983; Keimig, 1983; Kulik,
Kulik, & Schwalb, 1983; and Roueche, 1983,
1984) reveal substantially different findings. While
the latter studies found increased rates of student
success, their contribution to our increased knowl-
edge of the esftntial elements of a successful
program was equally important. Essentially, those
early studies reflect "single shot" remedial courses,
which Keimig (1983) cites as the least effective
approach to underprepared students, while the
more recent studies describe learning as a devel-
opmental process or continuum which is sensitive
to the skills of the learner within the context of the
demands of the specific learning environment.
Hence, the term "developmental education," which
includes but is not limited to remedial courses, has
evolved in the literature as an effort to describe
comprehensive and integrated progams.

Developmental programs are comprehen-
sive in that they assess and address the effective
and cognitive variables necessary at each level of
the learning continuum, utilizing a combination of
delivery systems such as basic skills courses,
learning assistance centers, supplemental instruc-
tion, paired courses, and counseling services. Effec-
tive programs are integrated into the curriculum of
the various career and transfer programs, encour-
age the infusion of the developmental view of
learning into all instruction, and promote college-
wide responsibility for student success.

Specific characteristics of successful de-
velopmental programs identified in the studies
cited earlier are that they:
1. Enable students to acquire competencies that

match the entrance expectancies of faculty
teaching "college-level" career and transfer
cOurses.

2. Provide structured courses with clear expecta-
tions of homework, class attendance, and per-
formance levels.

3. Exist in institutions that have estaMished poli-
cies and procedures which signal that college
personnel are serious about their responsibility
for student learning, and their willingness to
intervene at any point where the student's
academic success appears to be in jeopardy.
These policies and procedures support place-
ment practices and limit the number and level
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of courses in which the students may enroll in
accordance with their individual family and
work responsibilities as well as their skill
deficiencies.

4. Ensure that the governing boards and chief
executive officers of the institutions demonstrate
their willingness to make tough dedsions; set
high expectations for faculty, staff, and students
(including attendance, a Therence to contact
hours, and limiting late registration to periods
prior to the first day of ,.-lass); and consciously
model the importance of improving student
learning.

5. Provide counseling and tutorial support needed
to help students meet their learning goals.

6. Limit the faculty and staff assigned to develop-
mental education to those who believe that
students can and want to learn and are con-
fident in their ability to cause learning to occur.

7. Prr vide faculty and staff development, training,
and retraining.

8. Engage in data collection, student follow-up
studies, and evaluation to determine the out-
comes of their effort and to refine and improve
their programs.

Cost Effectiveness
College administrators and state legislators

frequently forget that developmental programs are
cost effective, given the measure of fulfillment of
student aspirations. Cost effectiveness is best illus-
trated institutionally in the following ways:
1. Maintenance of Academic Standards

Successful developmental programs raise aca-
demic standards. Such programs enhance stu-
dent skills so that they can meet higher aca-
demic standards than they would be able to
otherwise. According to a recent meta-analysis
of results from developmental programs, par-
ticipating students typically obtain grades of
over 2.00 while similar students who do not
participate typically receive grades of less than
2.00 (Kulik, Kulik, & Schwalb, 1983). Fur-
thermore, students who participate in develop-
mental programs typically improve their aca-
demic skills by as much as three grade levels as
measured by standardized tests of reading,
writing, and mathematics (Boylan, 1983).

2. Improved Retention
Kulik, Kulik, and Schwalb (1983) report that
students who participate in developmental pro-
grams are typically retained at higher levels
than students who do not. Roueche, Baker, and
Roueche (1984) found that improved academic
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performance leads to improved student persis-
tence. The U.S. Office of Education reported
(1982) that students who received a full range
of developmental services had better odds of
persisting through their freshman year than
students who did not receive the support.

3. Societal Benefits
In addition to providing associate degrees and
certificates, community, junior, and technical
colleges also have a major role in the training
and retraining of adults in American society.
Much of this training supports transitions in an
increasingly mobile work force. But training
also is required in basic academic skills to help
individuals cope with the knowledge explosion
inherent in the computerized high-tech era. The
Carnegie Council (1980) projects that basic
skills development designed to facilitate voca-
tional transitions will become increasingly
important in the latter part of the twentieth
century. Developmental programs have proven
themselves to be among the best vehicles avail-
able for this sort of training.

SummaryComments and Recommencktions
Comprehensive and effective develop-

mental programs clearly meet a need in con-
temporary postsecondary education. Even if the
reforms currently being undertaken in public
elementary and secondary education are successful
in improving the quality of high school graduates,
developmental education will still be needed for
adults in a changing society. Increasing numbers of
nontraditional students and others who graduated
from high school prior to the reform movement
will be entering colleges and universities in the
next two decades. These students will need devel-
opmental services just as today's students need
them. The magnitude of this problem requires the
attention and action of legislators, governing
boards, professional associations, administrators,
faculty, staff, and students concerning the fol-
lowing recommendations:

I. Provide an annual review of developmental
education programs to ensure that students
acquire the exit-level competencies which
match the entrance expectations of college-
level courses.

2. Appropriately design developmental education
programs and provide students with_ a clear
understanding of skills needed to effectively
pursue college-level work by identifying and
publishing the entry-level basic skills necessary
for enrollment in each college-level course.



3. Provide comprehensive and ongoing advising,
assessment, course placement, and student
support programs.

4. Recognize that diverse student populations
have special needs and that intensive teacher/
student interaction is required through the
endorsement of low student/teacher ratios.

5. Provide a planned and ongoing staff develop-
ment and training program for all faculty,
stat and administration.

6. PrGvide faculty trained in developmental edu-
cation at a minimum of the master's degree
level and supported by trained paraprofes-
sionals

7. Ensure that developmental programs are struc-
tured to promote regular student attendance
and participation.

8. Provide multiple learning moda in order to
meet the diverse learning styles and situations
of individual students.

9. Address affective and cognitive skills, as well
as motivation, interest, attitude, reading,
writins, computation, problem solving, critical
thinking, reasoning, str:ly skills, and self-
directed learning gill-, m efforts to establish
and promote ea.ave developr ental educa-
tion programs that maintain institutional
integrity and standards.

10. Provide funding levels for developmental
education programs at a level az least as great
as for traditional programs and ideally at a
level reflecting the more intensive resources
required.

11. Foster linkages with other community agen-
cies in order to facilitate student/client refer-
rals and cooperative funding agreements, and
to avoid unnecessary duplication of resources.

12. Work with business and industry to promote
ongoing and, if necessary, on-site develop-
mental education programs designed to meet
specific industry needs.

13. Provide the opportunity for developmental
education faculty to work with local secondary
schools for thepurpose of sharing information
related to success in college-level coursework.

14. Endorse the need for developmental education
programs through the local governing board
and college chief executive officer.

15. Identify developmental education as an essen-
tial component of the institution's mission.

16. Transcript developmental education credit
equal to that of other college credit but not
credit meeting graduation requirements.
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In addition, the American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges should:
1. Promote and lobby for additional funding for

research into effective teaching/learning meth-
odologies geared to the underprepared student
at the community college.

2. Promote the establishment of cooperative en-
deavors between its member councils and
commissions with national groups such as the
National Association for Developmental Edu-
cation.

3. Collect and disseminate information about de-
velopmental education programs to its member
institutions.

4. Promote, through the Trustees Association, the
need for effective developmental education
programs at its member institutions.

5. Promote, at the national level, the value of
effective developmental education programs to
today's society.

An "open door" community college that
does not have comprehensive, ongoing assessment
and developmental education support is grossly
negligent in fulfilling its stated mission. Develop-
mental programs should be designed to take stu-
dents from where they are in their learning and
move them to a higher level of knowledge and
understanding. If community colleges are to con-
tinue professing the "open door" to opportunity,
intentional efforts must be made to increase the
effectiveness of developmental education.
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